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Economic Impact of Local Nonprofits
by Barbara Koostra and Patricia Abdou-Diefenderfer

S e c t o r s from M/ssoUa

hat is the value of art to Montana’s commu
nities? As with anything in this contentious
state, opinions differ. At one extreme are
the sloganeers who flatly declare “A rt saves
lives,” and arrange their priorities accordingly.
others feel art is a luxury Montana family (and public) budgets
can ill afford.
Probably most of us fall somewhere in the middle. We may
believe, rather vaguely, that our local museums, theatre groups,
and orchestras provide “cultural enrichment” o r an “enhanced
quality of life.” But we don’t translate the value of art into
actual dollars until our favorite agency’s fund drive. Even then,
the transaction may seem more a “handout” than an investment
likely to yield long term economic benefits.
Is personal sentiment Montanans only real measure of the
value of art? Given our cash-strapped local and state govern
ments, lower than average wage scales, and declining basic
industries, maybe it’s time for a closer look at the economics of
art. Fortunately, a recent study of America’s nonprofit art
agencies provides the data for a comprehensive assessment.

W
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Museum of Hre/vu.

In January 1994, the National Assembly of Local Arts
Agencies (NALAA), a Washington D.C.-based nonprofit
organization that represents the nation’s 3800 local arts agen
cies, published the results of its three-year examination of
Conversely,
nonprofit art groups and their impact on local economies.
Investigators surveyed arts activity in 33 towns and cities across
America—including two in Montana—tracking jobs, income,
revenues, and expenditures over a three-year period.
The study demonstrates that nonprofit arts agencies are a
significant industry in this country—one that creates and
supports jobs, provides personal income, spends money in the
community, and generates revenue to local, state and federal
governments. Far from being a drain on the local resource pie,
nonprofit arts agencies tend to add economic value—by
enriching other businesses, revitalizing neighborhoods, and
drawing tourists.
In this article, we describe the NALAA study’s scope,
methodology, and overall findings, then focus on the two
participating Montana communities, Missoula and Miles City.
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T a b le 1
D irect Econom ic Im pact Per C om m unity
(Average of 1990, 199!, and 1992)
FTE
Jobs

P o pu latio n G roup

Personal
Incom e

Local G ov't S tate G ov't
Est. T o ta l
Est. Local
Revenue E xp enditures E xp enditures
Revenue

34

$637,589

$6,261

$16,167

$1,299,188

$1,015,123

100,000 to 499,000

1,185

31,009,404

259,238

754,968

53,007,345

44.772,949

500,000 to 999,999

2,476

72.932,890

735,214

1.887,425

118,805,022

102,803,258

I million or more

2.377

62,563,122

830,420

1,626,246

110,829.535

91,038,119

Aver, of 33 Communities

1,613

44,256,084

484,407

1,132,797

75,326,502

65,502.708

Less than 100,000

Source: National Assembly of Local Art Agencies, "Arts in the Local Economy," 1994.

Details of the Study
NALAA’s study, “Arts in the Local Economy,” provides
the most comprehensive analysis to date of the economic
impact of nonprofit arts agencies. Researchers surveyed fiscal
and other data from hundreds of randomly selected nonprofit
arts organizations in 33 American communities for three
consecutive years (1990-92). Beyond their common status as
tax-exempt, the arts agencies were wildly various. They
included historical museums, ethnic dance troupes, small
literary presses, chamber orchestras, experimental theatres,
public radio stations—just to name a few. Organization budgets
also ran the gamut, from a weavers’ guild with $0 on the books
to a multi-million dollar ballet company.
The 33 American communities represented a broad spec
trum as well. They were broadly distributed across 22 states,
including both urban and rural locales. Populations ranged
from 2,500,000 (Atlanta, GA) to 8,500 (Miles City, MT).
NALAA investigators excluded Los Angeles, Chicago, and
New York City because the unusual concentration of artsrelated activity in those areas (i.e., movies, publishing, Broad
way) might skew data.

The study grouped communities according to population.
(Note that in some cases city boundaries defined “community”
and in other cases, such as Missoula, MT and Ketchikan, AK,
the community was defined by county or regional lines.)
• Group I, under 100,000: Aberdeen, SD; Logan, Utah;
Miles City, MT; Missoula, MT; Rutland, VT; Ketchikan, AK
• Group II, 100,000 to 499,999: Ann Arbor, MI;
Burlington, VT; Flint, MI; Eureka, CA; Oakland, CA;
Pittsburg, PA; Reno, NV; Salt Lake City, UT; St. Paul, MN;
Tacoma, WA
• Group HI, 500,000 to 999,999: Boston, MA; Honolulu,
HI; Rochester, NY; N ew Orleans, LA; Phoenix, AZ; Port
land, OR; San Francisco, CA; San Jose, CA
• Group IV, 1,000,000 o r more: Ft. Lauderdale, FL;
Columbus, O H ; Miami, FL; Atlanta, GA; Houston, TX;
Philadelphia, PA; San Diego, CA; Santa Clara, CA; St. Louis,
MO

T a b le 2
T o ta l D irect an d In d ire c t Economic Im pact Per C om m unity
(Average of 1990, 1991, and 1992)

P o pu latio n G roup

FTE
Jobs

Personal
Income

Local Gov't S tate Gov't
Est. T otal
Est. Local
Revenue
Revenue Expenditures E xp enditures

46

$805,700

$22,872

$37,039

$1,299,188

$1,015,123

100.000 to 499.000

1,773

42,935,631

1,483,073

2,154,749

53,007,345

44,772.949

500,000 to 999,999

3,673

103,523,823

4,019,431

5,325,304

118,805,022

102.803,258

1 million or more

3,478

86,273,760

3,808,344

4,622,944

110,829.535

91,038.119

Aver, of 33 Communities

2,385

61,783,180

2.466.621

3,211,474

75,326,502

63,502,708

Less than 100,000

Source: National Assembly of Local Art Agencies, "Arts in the Local Economy," 1994.
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T able 3
T o ta l D irect & In d irec t Economic Im pact Per
$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 o f Local Spending Per Com m unity

Overall Findings

What did these surveys reveal? Table 1
summarizes the three-year average direct
economic impact of surveyed agencies in each
(Average of 1990, 1991, and 1992)
population group in terms of jobs, income,
FTE
Local Gov't State Gov't
Personal
revenues, and expenditures.
Revenue
Jobs
Income
Revenue
Population G roup
Keep in mind that Table 1 data is based on
4.55
$82,142
$2,293
$3,618
Less than 100,000
the direct economic activity of NONPROFIT
agencies. It does not include related spending by
4.05
88,972
3,133
4,440
100,000 to 499,000
individual artists or arts audiences (restaurants,
3.67
63,204
3,675
4,812
500.000 to 999,999
hotels, parking). N or does it include the profit
making arts sector (motion picture industry,
3.87
95,010
4,135
5,038
1 million or more
galleries and framing shops, arts supply houses,
4.00
90,780
4,544
3,385
Aver, of 33 Communities
literary and other arts agents, and so on).
Even with these constraints and even in
Source: National Assembly of Local Art Agencies, 'Arts in the Local Economy,' 1994.
smaller communities, the nonprofit arts indus
try made surprisingly substantial impacts in
local economies. In Group 1 communities (less than 100,000
people) for instance, nonprofits generated an annual average of
34 full-time-equivalent (FTE) jobs and $637,589 in personal
T able 4
income.That’s an average annual FTE wage of just over
T o ta l D irect & In d irec t Economic Im pact
$18,700—hardly extravagant, but better than many service
o f N o n p ro fit A rts Industry in th e U.S.
industries. Group 1 communities also paid an annual average
(Average of 1990, 1991, and 1992)
of over $22,000 in local and state government revenues. And
of estimated total annual expenditures of nearly $1.3 million,
Expenditures of nonprofit arts
$36.8 billion
Group 1 agencies spent over $1 million locally.
organizations
Although no attempt was made to include the profit
Full-time equivalentjobs
1.3 million
making sector, NALAA investigators did examine nonprofit
supported
agencies’ indirect economic impact on sample communities:
Say the local historical museum decides to spruce up its
Personal income paid
$25.2 billion
building, and spends $100 on paint at the hardware store
Local government revenue
$790 million
downtown. This purchase is a direct economic impact. The
impact continues, though indirectly, when the hardware store
State government revenue
$1.2 billion
uses a portion of the museum’s $100 to pay a sales clerk, the
Federal income tax revenue
$3.4 billion
clerk spends some of this money at the local pizza parlor,
whose
owner in turn applies it to the local purchase of
Source: National Assembly of Local Art Agencies, 'Arts in the
cleaning supplies ... and so on.
Local Economy,' 1994.
Indirect effects can be difficult to measure, but economists
do have some techniques. These include estimating the
number of times a dollar changes hands within the community
In total, more than a thousand (1060) initial surveys were
and multiplying that number (three, for example) by local
sent to eligible nonprofits. O f that number, 643 in 1990 (59
expenditures ($1 million) to arrive at an “economic activity
percent), 728 in 1991 (67 percent), and 789 in 1992 (72 percent)
participated in the study, providing data about their operating
multiplier” ($3 million). While convenient because it relies on
budgets; local and other expenditures; revenues; degree of
a single number multiplier, this method doesn’t take into
public and private support; facilities; assets; programs; pay
account differences among various industries or particular
ments to artists, staffs, and government entities; public
communities.
attendance at agency sponsored events; and volunteer partici
Econometricians working with the NALAA study chose a
pation.
different approach, one built on community-specific “input/
Between 14 and 35 nonprofit agencies completed surveys in
output” equations that tracked the dollar flow. They analyzed
each sample community. In communities with more than 35
purchasing patterns for each community’s unique size and
eligible organizations, those surveyed were randomly selected;
industry mix, adjusted for household demographics, and used
in communities with fewer than 35 eligible agencies, all were
this profile to customize a table of multiplier effects for the
surveyed.
arts agencies in each local economy.
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Table 2 shows the effect of these “multiplier” .calculations.
Note that figures for FTE jobs, personal income, and govern
ment revenues increased by about one-third—the average
cascading effect of dollars spent by nonprofits.
We can also examine total impacts another way—per every
$100,000 spent by nonprofits. As you can see in Table 3, when
an average Group 1 nonprofit spends $100,000, it generates
4.55 FTE jobs, over $80,000 in personal income, and $5,800 in
local and state government revenues.
Based on its analysis of 33 representative communities,
NALAA investigators also developed estimates of the non
profit arts industry’s total national impact. Table 4 and Figure
1 summarize these estimates, and show the direct and indirect
portion of jobs supported by the industry.
Note that the direct employment impact (estimated at
908,800 FTE jobs nationwide) represents 0.94 percent of the
total U.S. workforce. By comparison, the U.S. Department of
Labor estimates direct building construction jobs at 0.98
percent of the 1993 national workforce, legal services at 0.84
percent, and mining at 0.58 percent. (See Figure 2.)
Though not an economic impact in the precise sense
described above, volunteer activity is often a vital component
of the work nonprofit arts agencies do. Volunteers serve as
board members, ushers, docents, performers, laborers, fund
raisers, and so on.
Based on their surveys, NALAA investigators estimate that,
in an average year in an average American community,
10,000+ volunteers donate 30+ hours to nonprofit arts
agencies. That’s an aggregate total of more than 300,000
volunteer-hours per year per community—a fairly substantial
“in-kind” contribution to the economic viability of this
industry.

Montana Results
Two Montana communities were represented in the study,
Missoula and Miles City. In Missoula, 22 eligible nonprofits
participated; in Miles City, 14 agencies took part. Table 5
summarizes the industry’s economic impact in each locale.
Note that per capita calculations are based on a Miles City
population of 8,500 (city only), and a Missoula population of
70,000 (roughly county-wide)—figures NALAA used through
out its analysis.
Statewide, there are only a few comparably sized communi
ties in either the Miles City or Missoula population category—
and each has a unique economic profile, character, and culture.
But it’s worth remembering that several Montana towns (i.e,
Bigfork, Virginia City, West Yellowstone, Ennis, Lewistown,
Poison) sponsor highly visible arts and cultural events, and
that such events are vital elements of a small community’s
identity and economy. Moreover, it’s likely that Montana’s
larger communities (Billings, Great Falls, Bozeman, Helena,
Kalispell) reap economic benefits similar to those documented
for Missoula.
M ontana Business Q uarterly/Sum m er 1994

Figure 1
Jobs Supported in the U.S. by
Nonprofit Arts Industry: 1.3 Million
Direct Impact:
908,800 Jobs in
the Arts Industry

Indirect Impact:
391.200 Allied Jobs
Outside the Arts
Industry

Figure 2
Percentage o f U.S. W orkforce

Nonprofit Arts
Active Duty Military
Building Construction
Legal Services
Police and Firefighting
Mining
Motion Pictures
Advertising
Forestry and Logging
Professional Athletes

Q0 02 Q4 Q6 Q8 1.0 12 1.4 1.6
Sources: U.S. Department of Labor, Department of
Defense, NALAA 1993

Whatever the overall dollar impacts in Montana, it’s clear
the nonprofit arts industry can affect a community’s quality of
life, and its social and business make up. Downtown arts
districts attract business investment, help reverse urban decay,
rejuvenate neighborhoods, and bring in tourists. Attendance at
arts and cultural events brings related commerce for hotels,
restaurants, parking facilities, retailers, etc. A new neighbor
hood theater attracts new restaurants. The local art museum’s
popular exhibit brings people into the community from miles
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T able 5
Im pacts o f th e N o n p ro fit A rts Industry on T w o M o n tan a Com m unities
--------------- M isso ula------------------------

1991

1990

1992

M iles City

1990

1992

1991

Direct local industry FTEjobs

78

88

75

3

4

8

Total local FTEjobs supported

110

124

105

4

5

12

Direct industry income paid locally

$1,480,000

$1,661,000

$1,411,000

$56,000

$78,600

$179,000

Total personal income paid locally

$1,928,000

$2,164,000

$1,838,000

$70,000

$98,600

$225,000

Estimated total local expenditures

$2,264,548

$2,541,440

$2,159,058

$75,432

$106,596

$242,996

$150,000

$168,000

$143,000

$4,300

$6,100

$14,000

Total economic impact per $ 100,000
of local spending
FTEjobs
Personal income

4.86
$85,138

4.88
$85,149

4.86
$85,130

5.30
$92,799

4.69
$92,499

4.94
$92,636

Estimated nonprofit arts volunteerism
Volunteers
Hours
Annual aver, hours

27,786
639,240
23

32,802
745,844
23

396
10,732
27

545
17,704
32

564
18,462
33

Total state and local revenues generated

3,097
67,442
22*

Source: National Assembly of Local Arts Agencies. 'Arts in the Local Economy.' 1994.
'According to NALAAResearch Director Randy Cohen, these figures for Missoula volunteerism are correct. The tenfold decrease from
1991 to 1992 is as reported to investigators, and not an error in transcription or data entry. In his view, the drop represents less a
sudden plague of citizen apathy than a statistical 'anomoly,' likely due to one or more volunteer-intensive Missoula agencies complet
ing study surveys for 1990 and 1991, but not for 1992.

around, and they in turn spend money on all kinds of services.
Thus, far from being a drain on economic development
efforts, the nonprofit arts industry—in Montana as elsewhere—
confers a competitive advantage to communities that invest in
and market local cultural opportunities. A 1992 survey by the
National League of Cities showed that despite ailing local
government budgets, municipal leaders have increased alloca
tions to the arts by an average of 7 percent annually in recent
years because they view the arts as a profitable and jobcreating industry.
In addition, the U.S. Conference of Mayors in 1993 adopted
a Policy Resolution to “encourage communities across
America to involve the arts as a partner in job creation and
rebuilding local economies.” Government cutbacks in arts
funding not only hurt cultural institutions, but threaten
tourism’s revenue-producing abilities.

Montana Culture, Arts, and Tourism
Montana’s natural resources (minerals, timber, water,
grazing and agricultural land) have always been important to
its economic welfare. Recently another homegrown re
source—Montana “culture”—has gained value in the broader

6

national and international economy. Just think of the current
high profile of Montana-based writers and painters, and of the
film industry’s interest in our state.
Last year alone, seven feature-length movies were filmed in
Montana, employing many local workers in the process, and
spending $20 million locally for production costs (Travel
Montana). These are significant impacts on the state’s
economy. But since they’re generated by profit-making
sectors, the impacts aren’t included in the NALAA study.
They do, however, underscore the value of culture and the arts
to Montana’s overall economy.
It’s also important to note that while significant labor and
production costs of made-in-Montana films stay in Montana,
much of the profit (as with timber and mining) is exported to
urban and financial centers beyond our state boundaries.
The situation is somewhat different with tourism, another
industry whose fortunes depend on Montana’s cultural, scenic,
human, and natural resources.
Tourism is now Montana’s second largest, and its fastest
growing industry. It pumps over a billion dollars a year into
Montana’s economy, according to UM ’s Institute for Tourism
and Recreation Research (1TRR). And that’s only the direct,
Montana Business Q uarterly/Sum m er 1994
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not the total (i.e., multiplier) impact. Travel Montana esti
mates that the total 1992 economic impact of tourism in the
state was slightly more than $2 billion. In 1993 alone, an
estimated 7.4 million nonresidents visited Montana.
Who are these visitors? N o doubt they are a diverse group
overall. However, the typical 1993 nonresident traveler,
according to ITRR and Travel Montana, was just over 50 years
old, generally well educated, and had a household income over
$32,000.
That visitor profile (upscale, with the means to travel often
and in style) suggests a tremendous opportunity—especially
for developing “cultural tourism,” an increasingly important
industry segment. A spring 1993 sample, for instance, suggests
that 27 percent of Montana highway visitors and 30 percent of
air travelers visit our museums. T hat’s an affluent group with
an established interest in the state’s art and cultural resources.
H ow might cooperative ventures between museums and
local businesses increase and extend the economic impact of
“cultural tourism”? Could joint marketing efforts pay off both
for nonprofit arts agencies and for profit-making enterprises
such as hotels, retail shops, to u r guides, galleries, dude
ranches, and the like? And finally, what are the implications
for Montana policy makers and economic development
officials?
Arts jobs may not pay as well as, say, production w ork in
the computer or mining o r timber industries. But they’re in
growing rather than declining sectors of the economy. More
over, arts industry jobs are less likely to pollute, less likely to
be exported overseas, and more likely to enrich the overall
quality of life in Montana’s communities. And quality of life
is, for many other businesses, an increasingly important
location factor. In summary, a vital arts community is an
excellent investment in jobs attraction.□
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NAFTA

Making Regional
Marketplaces
International

political rorces, especially
arge corporations
those who identify freer
have been operat
trade w ith the loss of
ing across national borders
national sovereignty and
for years. Most small and
self-determination.
moderately-sized businesses,
Despite resistance, two
however, still operate solely
major advances were made in
within local and regional
just the last several months.
marketplaces. For them,
First, N AFTA was adopted,
economic internationalization
significantly liberalizing trade
may seem more a threat than
within N orth America. And,
an opportunity.
second, new accords developed
This is unfortunate, and
under the Uruguay Round of the
probably unavoidable. As the
General Agreement on Tariffs and
economy restructures and large
Trade (GATT) were finally ap
companies streamline, smaller
proved, significantly liberalizing trade
by Larry D. Swanson
businesses are increasingly seen as the
between major trading nations throughout
source of new jobs and enterprises. But few feel
the world.
equipped, operationally o r attitudinally, to project themselves
Over the years, advocates of freer trade have learned to
into larger international marketplaces.
devise trading rules with only a few nations at a time, and to
W hether they feel equipped o r not, regionally-based
focus first on their neighbors. Healthy trade with neighbors
businesses are increasingly affected by global forces because the
contributes to more friendly political relations; economic
marketplaces they operate in are changing. For one thing, new
exchange and political harmony seem to go hand in hand.
technologies help link far-flung markets. Less visible but no
These notions help account for the post World War Two
less powerful are the regional o r continental multi-nation
proliferation of regional and continental trading blocs, notably
trading blocs—such as the N orth American Free Trade
the European Community or Union (EU).
Agreement, or N A FTA —forming around the world.
This article discusses the emerging framework of interna
Major Blocs
tional trade, with particular emphasis on concepts governing
The EU countries (Germany, France, the United Kingdom,
NAFTA. The article which follows, “Positioned for Trade,”
Italy,
Spain, Portugal, Denmark, Luxembourg, the Nether
explores NAFTA's effects on particular Montana businesses.
lands, Belgium, Greece, and Ireland) began to realize that trade
constraints on each other mostly stifled their own economic
The International lYading System
development and well-being. So for the last 40 years, they have
Though it is complex, an institutional framework has taken
been deliberating and designing a multi-nation economic
shape that governs many aspects of global trade. Constructed
community—a process that now includes political and social
from elements of bilateral (two-nation) and multi-lateral
goals and initiatives as well as trading rules.
(many-nation) agreements, this framework regulates trade and
More recently, the EU has been negotiating with another
commerce between nations.
regional bloc, the seven-member European Free Trade Associa
In general, most bilateral and multi-lateral pacts aim to
tion (EFTA), which is closely tied to N A T O and includes
liberalize trading, o r to make it freer by reducing and eliminat
Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Iceland, and
ing government tariffs, quotas and other barriers. Such
Liechtenstein. Once fully consummated, this larger European
agreements often include provisions that protect certain
Economic Area (EEA) will create a vast market stretching
industries from the negative effects of freer trade. These
from Iceland to Greece and containing 380 million people.
protected industries, not surprisingly, resist further
Currently, U.S. merchandise trade with the 12-nation EU
liberalization of world trade. Resistance also comes from
accounts for 19 percent of total U.S. trade with the world.
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Included in this are $95 billion in U.S. exports to the EU and
$102 billion in U.S. imports from EU nations.
Another large and growing regional trading bloc is the
Association for Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Founded
during the Vietnam W ar (1967) as a means of addressing
external military threats to the region, ASEAN now focuses
on economic cooperation. It encompasses Indonesia, Malaysia,
Singapore, Thailand, the Phillipines, and Brunei, and has a
combined population of 330 million. This trading bloc
includes several fast-growing “Asian Tiger” nations; as a whole,
the ASEAN economy grew at an average annual rate of 6
percent between 1975 and 1992. The ASEAN Free Trade Area
(AFTA), created in 1992, reduced o r eliminated intra-regional
tariff and other trade barriers among member nations. U.S.
trade with ASEAN nations was $68 billion in 1993—nearly 7
percent of total U.S. world trade.
As the advantages of these regional European and Asian
trading blocs become apparent, other parts of the world are
formulating their own pacts. This is exactly what occurred in
January 1994, when the nations of Mexico, Canada, and the
United States instituted a continent-wide bloc, the N orth
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

of investment capital between the three nations;
• signals increased cooperation and collaboration in other
areas, including environmental protection, infrastructure
development, labor relations, and workplace standards—
because as economic interdependency grows, so does the
need for broader concurrence.
Advocates for NAFTA argued that it would provide an
arena for member-nation businesses to test their wings in the
rapidly globalizing economy; if they could compete with each
other more directly, they might become more competitive in
worldwide markets.

The New Global Bloc

GATT, or the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
recently provided another opportunity to test this argument.
Conceived after World War Two as a complement to other
global entities such as the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund, GATT is the largest multi-nation trade
association in the world; members include the United States
and most industrialized nations. The GATT forum has existed
for several decades, but specific trade agreements have evolved
only through slow and successive “rounds” of negotiation. The
recent Uruguay Round, however, was revolutionary. Observ
Our Bloc, NAFTA
ers call it the “most ambitious and comprehensive global
commercial agreement in history” (DOC, M urphy, 1994).
NAFTA is a “new, improved, and expanded version” of a
The new GATT
Canada-U.S. Free
terms were ham
Trade Agreement
Figure 1
mered out last
(FTA) adopted five
Em erging F ram ew o rk fo r G lobal Ttade
December. This
years earlier (HE,
April, trade ministers
1993). FTA provisions
Major Continental/Regional Trading Blocs
from 109 countries
liberalizing trade and
signed the accords;
investment were
North American
European
Association for
another 15 countries
carried forward to
Free Trade
Economic
Southeast Asian
are expected to sign
NAFTA, but the latter
< ^ >
Area
Area
Nations
later. GATT
goes further, including
NAFTA
EEA
ASEAN
signators qualify for
protection of intellec
“most favored
tual property and
nation” status with
coverage of transporta
each other, which
tion services. NAFTA
International Multilateral Trading System
means they cannot
also pinpoints barriers
General Agreement on
receive worse
that distort investment
Tariffs and Trade
treatment in doing
trade, such as require
GATT administered by the
trade with another
ments for specific local
World Trade Organization (WTO)
GATT nation than
inputs.
that nation affords its
Envisioned under
Source: Swanson, The University of Montana.
most favored trading
NAFTA is a threepartner; this rule may
nation, continental
be overridden by the special trading conditions among mem
trading alliance that
bers of regional or continental trading blocs, but that is the
• stretches from the Yukon to the Yucatan Peninsula;
only exception.
• enables the freer cross-border exchange of goods and
Negotiators had hoped to reduce tariffs among GATT
services produced throughout N orth America, and

<^>
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member nations by one-third, but far exceeded that goal. The
final agreement altogether eliminated tariffs for many
industries heavily involved in international trading—including
pharmaceuticals, medical equipment, construction equipment,
agricultural equipment, steel, beer, distrilled spirits, paper,
pulp, printed matter, and toys. Moreover, tariffs were substan
tially reduced for such high-technology areas as scientific
equipment, semiconductors, and computers. Most reductions
will be phased in over five years once the new GATT is
initiated in July, 1995.
The new GATT accords are revolutionary in other ways
too. For the first time, comprehensive rules were adopted for
trade and investment in services. These included legally
enforceable precedents for market access, national treatment,
and the free flow of payments and transfers by service provid
ers doing business in member nations. Previous limits on the
free flow of investment capital were lifted as well, through new
prohibitions on local content, trade balancing, and foreign
exchange balancing requirements.
The new accords also added significant protection for
intellectual property. Previously, trade in high technology and
knowledge-based industries has been constrained because
patents, copyrights, trade secrets, and the like have had no
protection in the international arena. N ow the accords provide
more complete protection and enforcement mechanisms that
permit broad retaliation by nations whose intellectual prop
erty rights have been violated.
GATT also made headway on the trade-distorting issue of
government subsidies to domestic industries. Subsidy types are
defined and categorized. Permissible subsidies include govern
ment assistance for industrial research, regional development,
and environmental protection. Prohibited are government
export subsidies to certain industries selling goods abroad.
Finally, the Uruguay Round establishes the World Trade
Organization (WTO), that provides a “single institutional
umbrella” for more “effective implementation of the revital
ized trading system,” and a permanent forum to address the
“evolving issues of the 21st Century global market” (DOC,
Murphy, 1994).

Emerging Framework for
Global lYade
Figure 1 lists major elements of the emerging framework for
global trade, a framework most experts believe could usher in
a golden age of international economic harmony. But a critical
test waits: how will the benefits of freer global trade be shared?
By rich and poor, developed and underdeveloped nations alike?
By all segments of a given member nation’s society?
Most arguments against liberalizing world trade focus on
potentially worsened economic inequality. Most arguments in
favor suggest overall prosperity gains will ultimately offset
short term dislocations. Regardless of either argument, nations
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are in fact less and less able to isolate themselves and their
economies from the rest of the world, and the costs of attempt
ing to do so are rising. Under any scenario, the various
national economies will become more enmeshed in the years
ahead, and increase their interdependence in other ways as
well. The symbiosis will be especially striking among member
nations of regional trading blocs, like NAFTA.

NAFTA's Emerging Framework
Misconceptions and narrow ideological interpretations have
dogged NAFTA every step of the way. In last November’s
Congressional debates, for instance, proponents cast it as the
key to economic survival in an increasingly competitive
world, while critics promised it would be the economic ruin of
America. Some people believe NAFTA promotes an unregu
lated, unfettered, borderless market economy where big
trading companies will be free to exploit labor and consumers
in ever grander ways. Others see it as welcome relief from
endless government shackles on businesses either side of the
border.
In reality, NAFTA is a 2,000 page contract that lists in
scrupulous detail the new conditions and requirements for
trade in N orth America. Experts call it the “most comprehen
sive free trade pact (short of a common market) ever negoti
ated between regional trading partners, and the first reciprocal
free trade pact between a developing country [Mexico] and
industrial countries [the U.S. and Canada]” [HE, 1993].
Far from a simple proclamation of “free” trade in N orth
America, the NAFTA document and tariff schedules is an
exhaustive contractual agreement organized into eight parts,
each divided into chapters, articles, paragraphs, and subpara
graphs.
• Part one outlines objectives and scope.
• Part two lists rules for goods trade in general and for
agriculture, energy, textiles and apparel, and the auto
industry specifically.
• Part three addresses technical barriers to trade.
• Part four establishes guidelines for government procure
ment trade.
• Part five deals with cross-border trade in services and
investment, outlines rules of competition for domestic
industries and conditions for temporary entry by
citizens conducting business.
• Part six tackles intellectual property, extending patent
and other protections far beyond any previous bilateral
or multilateral agreement.
• Part seven contains institutional provisions for settling
trade disputes between the three countries.
• Part eight describes how other countries may become
parties to NAFTA, and outlines administrative frame
works; it states that any country may withdraw
from the agreement by providing six-months’ notice.
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As already mentioned, N A FTA is built on and extends an
earlier pact between Canada and the U.S. (the 1988 Free Trade
Agreement, o r FTA). “In large part, [NAFTA] involves
commitments by Mexico to implement the degree of trade and
investment liberalization promised between its northern
neighbors in 1988. However, [it] goes further by addressing
unfinished business from the FTA, including protection of
intellectual property rights, rules against distortions to
investment (local-content and export performance require
ments), and coverage of transportation services” (HE, 1993).
The new protections for intellectual property are especially
important to the continent’s high technology and knowledgeintensive industries; they’ve been understandably reluctant to
pursue foreign markets not providing such protection.
NAFTA also encourages the three countries to adopt product
and other technical standards that reflect the best available
scientific information and to seek uniformity where possible.
Under NAFTA, most barriers to trade will be phased out
within ten years; for a few sensitive product areas, the phase
out period is 15 years. Tariffs between the U.S. and Canada
will continue to be phased out according to the earlier FTA
schedule—most by 1998. Half of all U.S. exports to Mexico
received tariff-free entry into Mexico w ith NAFTA adoption.
Before then, Mexican tariffs on U.S. goods averaged about 10
percent; average U.S. tariff on Mexican goods was 4 percent.
To qualify for tariff reduction, goods traded between
NAFTA members must meet fairly strict “rules of origin.”
That is, they must be manufactured largely from N orth
American labor and materials; goods produced with materials
from outside the region must be substantially transformed
here. These rules aim to prevent foreign producers from
exploiting N orth American sites as “export platforms” from
which they sell goods otherwise subject to tariffs.
As mentioned earlier, N A FTA breaks new ground in
services and investment trade. Essentially, N o rth American
providers and investors must receive the same treatment across
borders as member nations’ domestic firms would receive.
Some exceptions are spelled out—for example, Mexico’s energy
sector and Canada’s cultural industries—and NAFTA includes
a transition period for liberalizing services and investment
trade. But Canada and the U.S. have experienced strong service
sector growth in recent years, and will move across borders as
quickly as NAFTA allows. Access to federal government
contracts in all three countries is also expanded.
NAFTA adopts the bilateral FTA’s dispute settlement
process, and extends it to Mexico. Trade disputes often
devolve into unilateral sanctions, one nation against another—
usually at the behest of a domestic industry fearful of outside
competition. The sanctioned nation retaliates in kind and a
long, drawn-out trade war ensues. NAFTA mitigates this
mutually-destructive process by requiring two or three nations
in dispute review and settlement. It also creates a Free Trade
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Commission that oversees trade disputes between members
and administers aspects of the agreement.
Several industry-specific provisions are included, aimed at
the auto industry, agriculture, and trade in energy and several
service sectors. Figure 2 (pages 12 and 13) describes these.

Addressing Particular Fears, the
NAFTA "Side Agreements"
In 1991, Congress authorized the Bush administration to
negotiate NAFTA under “fast track” procedures, which meant
that U.S. officials could bargain with their Mexican and
Canadian counterparts, but Congress could only vote yea or
nay; it couldn’t amend the agreement w ithout reopening
negotiations. NAFTA negotiations were concluded in August,
1992, and the agreement signed by Bush in December, just
before he left office. The following spring, President Clinton
submitted NAFTA legislation to Congress, including several
“side agreements.” These side agreements were probably key in
the final, very close, vote.
One agreement addresses fears that American companies
would move south of the border to escape tougher environ
mental protection laws in the United States. While Mexican
environmental laws are similar to those of the U.S., enforce
ment has been lax.The side agreement stipulates trade sanctions
that may be taken if Mexico does not enforce its environmental
laws. This agreement also creates a new Commission of
Environmental Cooperation that can plan and finance environ
mental cleanup and other infrastructure improvements along
the U.S.-Mexico border. Several key environmental organiza
tions muted their opposition to NAFTA as a result of this side
agreement, endorsing the legislation as a means of addressing
environmental problems along the Southwestern border.
Another side agreement deals—perhaps less satisfactorily—
with cross-border labor issues and concerns. Labor unions
argued that if companies could retain free access to U.S.
markets, they would move south, exploiting Mexico’s low
wage rates and poor occupational health and safety standards.
The new agreement requires all three nations to effectively
enforce their labor laws, and backs this with possible fines and
trade sanctions. However, Mexican labor laws offer few rights
of association and little protection for collective bargaining, so
simply requiring enforcement doesn’t satisfy labor’s concerns.
A trade agreement can encourage adoption of better laws,
but cannot infringe on national sovereignty. In other words,
the U.S. government can no more tell Mexico what its labor
laws must be than the Mexican government can tell the U.S.
what its laws should be. At best, this agreement provides a
mechanism for the three nations to cooperate on better and
more uniform labor laws and standards. Most labor unions
remain staunchly opposed to NAFTA, pointing out that the
labor agreement lacks “teeth.”
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Figure 2
The North American Free Ttade
Agreem ent*
G eneral Provisions

Tem porary Entry - While not creating a common market for the
movement o f labor between NAFTA nations, temporaiy entry for citizens
o f the three countries in doing business is provided, including business
visitors, traders, intra-company transferees, and certain professionals.

Tariffs & Quotas (M arket Access) - The U.S., Canada and Mexico
will eliminate tariffs and quotas on goods largely produced in North
America (N.A.), with some tariffs removed immediately and others
involving more sensitive goods phased out gradually, with all tariffs
eliminated by the end o f 15 years. At the time of NAFTA adoption,
Mexican tariffs on U.S. goods averaged 10 percent compared to a U.S.
average on Mexican goods o f 4 percent.

Dispute Settlement - Each NAFTA country is given an equal voice in
trade disputes, limiting unilateral action by any one country in response to
perceived trade violations. Procedures are outlined to settle disputes by
consultation, referral to the Free Trade Commission (comprised of each
country's trade secretary or minister), or referral to binational or trinational
panels.

Rules of North American O rigin - Limits NAFTA treatment only to
goods completely or primarily originating in N. A. Goods made from
foreign materials must be substantially transformed in the U.S., Mexico
or Canada to qualify. This effectively limits the benefits of freer trade in
N. A. to goods largely produced in N. A.
Investment - U.S.-Canada-Mexico entities investing in any o f the three
countries will be treated no less favorably than domestic investors of any
countiy, with some exceptions. This is referred to as “national treatment”
for investors. The U.S. already was relatively open to foreign investors,
prior to NAFTA, as was Canada, with a few more exceptions. NAFTA
nations are prohibited from imposing “performance requirements” in
connection with investments, including specified export levels, minimum
domestic content, preferences for domestic sourcing, and similar outside
investment mandates.
Cross-Border Services T rade - N.A. countries are prohibited from
discriminating against service providers from another NAFTA nation,
with some specific exceptions. Countries are encouraged to adopt
objective licensing criteria for service providers and to recognize licenses
from other NAFTA countries.
Intellectual Property Rights - The legal protection o f copyrights,
patents, trademarks, and similar intellectual property will be clarified and
expanded among NAFTA nations—providing more such protection than
any other trade agreement.
Product & Safety Standards - NAFTA countries retain the right to
adopt and enforce their own technical and safety standards, but are
encouraged to use levels o f protection reflecting the best available
scientific information. Standards are not to be used as unnecessary
obstacles to trade, and the three countries will work toward compatibility
where possible.
Government Procurem ent - Specific dollar levels are set above which
federal government procurements are open on a nondiscriminatory basis
for companies from all three nations, exempting national security-related
procurements and providing for a ten-year phaseout o f Mexican
restrictions on purchases by its government-owned energy industry.
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Safeguards - If imports surge after NAFTA adoption, causing serious
injury to a domestic industry, NAFTA nations may reimpose any tariffs
affecting this trade that may have been in effect prior to NAFTA. But, this
can be done only once and such tariffs reimposed only temporarily.
Antidumping (AD) & Countervailing (CV) Duty M atters - NAFTA
nations retain their AD and CV laws used in combating or offsetting undue
imports resulting from below-cost pricing or export subsidies by another
country. Actions proposed under these laws must be reviewed by
binational panels.

Industry-Specific Provisions
Auto Industry - NAFTA will eliminate trade barriers in North America
for automobiles, trucks, buses and parts, and eliminate investment
restrictions in the auto sector over a ten-year transition period. Auto
industry trade between the U.S. and Canada is already tariff-free, largely
as a result o f the Canada-U.S. “Autopact.” After the transition, passenger
cars and light trucks must have 62.5 percent N.A. content to qualify for
NAFTA treatment. A U.S. tariff o f 2.5 percent on auto imports from
Mexico is eliminated; the Mexican tariff o f 20 percent is halved, then
phased out entirely in ten years. Mexico will phase out a decree requiring
auto makers to locate in Mexico in order to sell in its market.
Agriculture - NAFTA contains separate bilateral arrangements for crossborder trade of agricultural products. U.S.-Canada ag trade continues
under FT A rules. The U.S. and Mexico will convert non-tariff barriers
such as import quotas to tariffs, and all tariffs will be phased out over 10or 15-year periods. Mexican tariffs on U.S. farm products averaged 10 to
20 percent prior to NAFTA adoption. About half o f U.S.-Mexico ag trade
will be tariff-free immediately under NAFTA. Tariffs on sensitive products,
like com and dry beans for Mexico and orange juice and sugar for the
U.S., will be phased out over 15 years. NAFTA language also encourages
the three countries to move toward non-distorting domestic ag policies and
to eliminate related export subsidies.
Energy - The Mexican constitution forbids foreign ownership o f Mexican
oil resources; prohibitions on foreign investments in oil and gas exploration,
production, and refining in Mexico will continue. However, NAFTA
gradually opens service (including drilling) and other contracts by the
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government-owned oil and electricity industries in Mexico to U.S. and
Canadian companies, and it eliminates Mexican trade and investment
restrictions on many non-basic petrochemicals and energy facilities.
Textiles & A pparel - NAFTA countries will eliminate all tariffs on N.A.
textiles and clothing that meet strict rules o f origin, which require goods to
be made o f yam produced in N.A. or from fabric made from N.A. fibers.
U.S. import quotas on Mexico will be eliminated, but may be reimposed
temporarily if surges occur that may seriously damage domestic industry.
Computers & Electronics - In order to qualify for NAFTA treatment,
the motherboard or main circuitiy o f computers must be made in N.A.
Mexico also will gradually reduce its 20 percent tariff on U.S. and
Canadian imports o f computers and computer parts. Most Mexican tariffs
on communication equipment and electronics are terminated.
Land Transportation - NAFTA timetable is provided for removal of
restrictions on trucking, rail, and other land transportation services across
borders between the three countries, and establishment o f compatible
transport safety standards and licensing requirements. Limits on truckers
carrying freight across N.A. borders will be removed by 1999. Canadian
and U.S. railroads continue to be free to offer rail service into Mexico and
to construct and operate their own rail infrastructure. Mexican restrictions
on foreign investment in port facilities and terminals are lifted for Canadian
and U.S. investors.

choose levels of protection, and the agreement does not affect the rights
o f states and provinces to maintain environmental standards at levels
higher than their national governments. A Border Environmental
Administration is established to assist in planning and financing border
environmental cleanup and infrastructure projects along the U.S.-Mexico
border. NAFTA is the “greenest” trade pact ever adopted, but environ
mental protection will require enforcement and environmental cleanup
will require dollars.
W orkplace Standards - The three countries agree to promote improved
labor laws dealing with broad issues and are required to effectively
enforce existing laws. This commitment is backed by possible fines and
trade sanctions, but only in cases involving worker health and safety, child
labor, and minimum wages. A new Commission on Labor Cooperation is
created, with each country’s top labor official represented on its Council.
The “playing field” is very uneven between Canada and the U.S. on the
one hand, and Mexico on the other with regard to workplace standards,
labor laws and their enforcement. Labor progress in Mexico will hinge
upon progress in modernizing and improving the Mexican economy.
Im port Surges - Establishes a Working Group on Emergency Action
comprised of representatives from all three countries, to monitor how
well NAFTA safeguards are protecting domestic industry from import
surges that may result from the agreement.

Expanding NAFTA o r W ith d ra w in g from NAFTA
Telecommunications - The operation of public telecommunications
networks are not made subject to NAFTA, but access is provided to these
networks by firms and individuals from all three countries on a nondiscriminatoiy basis. Mexico will lift investment restrictions on telecommunication
services for U.S. and Canadian companies by 1995.

Accession - Other countries may be admitted into the agreement with
approval by the other NAFTA countries. Accession to NAFTA is not
explicitly limited geographically, but enlargement of NAFTA would
probably start with countries in the Western Hemisphere. Outside this
hemisphere, Austrailia and New Zealand could be NAFTA candidates.

Financial Services - NAFTA provides member nation firms the right to
establish a commercial presence and to purchase financial services across
borders on a nondiscriminatory basis. Mexico also will gradually eliminate
most restrictions on U.S. and Canadian banks, securities firms, and
insurance companies, allowing U.S. companies to operate wholly owned
subsidiaries in Mexico for the first time in 50 years.

W ithdraw al - Any country may withdraw from the agreement with sixmonths’ notice.

NAFTA Side Agreem ents

*Swanson, The University of Montana [Compiled from multiple sources,
including the NAFTA text itself and analyses by: Congressional Research
Service (CRS, 1993); Institute for International Economics (IIE, 1993); The
Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. (1993); Government ofCanada (External Affairs
& International Trade Canada, 1993); Export Today, Oct., 1992; New York Times
and WallStreet Journal. ]

Environmental Protection - Cam iu, Mexico and the U.S. pledge that
their laws and standards will provide l.I^h levels o f environmental
protection and that they will effectively enforce existing laws, a commitment backed by possible trade sanctions if a country fails to correct
problems of nonenforeement. A new Commission on Environmental
Cooperation is created with a Council comprised of top environmental
officials who will work cooperatively to enhance environmental protection
in all three countries. However, each country retains its sovereign right to
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Figure 3
NAFTA N a tio n Populations
Populations in Millions

The NAFTA nations' combined population currently
exceeds 360 million, with 69 percent residing in the U.S. The
U.S. and Canadian populations are expected to grow by 11
and 17 percent, respectively, during the current decade, while
Mexico's population will grow by more than 25 percent.
Almost one-quarter of all U.S. and Canadian citizens are
under 20 years of age; this same age group represents more
than half of all Mexicans. With a developing economy, this
youthful Mexican population is seen as a growing labor
market and a growing product market.
Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce (U.S.
population figures and projections, “Series A,” March 1994); Statistics
Canada, 1994 (Canadian population figures); and Institute for International
Human Resources, 1993 (Mexican population figures and projections).

A final side agreement addresses lingering fears of import
surges after NAFTA adoption, and how they might quickly
devastate certain domestic industries. The NAFTA agreement
itself provides some safeguards, including one that allows
temporary reimposition of pre-NAFTA tariffs. The side
agreement stresses U.S. resolve that such safeguards be effec
tive, and creates a three-nation Working Group on
Emergency Action to protect industry from sudden and
pronounced import surges.

The Three NAFTA Nations
As trade restrictions are steadfastly eliminated under
NAFTA, a single, continental marketplace will gradually take
shape in N orth America. As shown in Figure 3, the population
of this marketplace will grow to nearly 420 million consumers
by the end of this decade, a 15 percent increase. Together, the
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three NAFTA nations represent a $7 to $8 trillion economy,
dominated by the U.S. economy at over $6 trillion. The U.S.
economy is more than eight times larger than the Canadian
economy and more than ten times larger than Mexico’s.
However, in recent years the Mexican economy has been
growing rapidly, and Canada’s is projected to become one of
the world’s fastest growing industrialized economies.
Within this NAFTA alliance, then, the United States is
linked with two of its three biggest trading partners. Figure 4
shows trade between the U.S. and its ten largest trading
partners. Canada is the most important, accounting for 20
percent of U.S. two-way trade with the world. The U.S. is even
more important to Canada, accounting for about 70 percent of
its world trade. Manufactured and industrial goods, particu
larly transportation vehicles and equipment, account for over
70 percent of all U.S.-Canada merchandise trade. Auto trade
alone accounts for 35 percent of Canadian exports to the U.S.
and over 30 percent of U.S. exports to Canada. Metals, miner
als, and chemicals account for about 15 percent, and agricul
tural products for only about 6 percent of trade.
Services trade between the U.S. and Canada amounts to
another $26 billion, with exports by U.S. providers totaling
$17 to $18 billion. “Travel” is the largest services trade
category; it includes expenditures by Canadians traveling in
the U.S. and by U.S. citizens traveling in Canada. Two-way
travel trade totals about $14 billion.
Mexico is the U.S.’s third largest trading partner, account
ing for $82 billion in 1993, or 8 percent of total U.S. trade with
the world. Conversely, the U.S. accounts for over 70 percent
of Mexico’s trade with the world. Almost three-fourths of
U.S.-Mexico trade is in manufactured goods, with about half in
machinery and auto parts alone. Two-way services trade
between the U.S. and Mexico is estimated at $17 billion, with
$9 billion by U.S. service providers. Two-way travel trade
between the U.S. and Mexico is estimated at $13 billion.
Trade between the U.S. and its neighbors is not only large,
but growing rapidly, as can be seen in Figure 5. U.S.-Canada
merchandise trade increased by $22 billion in the first two
years under the 1989 Free Trade Agreement, though growth
slowed as both economies entered recessions in 1990. With the
economic rebound, trade resumed its growth—increasing by
$37 billion (over 20 percent) in the last two years. Mexico’s
recent economic and trade reforms, which simultaneously
addressed the nation’s debt and eased restrictions on foreign
investment and trade, spurred trade between that country and
the U.S. Merchandise trade between the two has climbed from
$35 billion in 1987 to $82 billion in 1993.

Probable Effects of NAFTA
All three nations believe they have something to gain from
NAFTA. For Mexico, the agreement extends government
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policies in place since the mid 1980s: strict
austerity measures that address debt; a
gradual opening of its economy; and encour
agement of foreign investment. W ith its
economy now growing at 3 to 4 percent a
year and falling inflation, Mexico gains
improved access to two large markets, and
greater access to investment capital.
For the U.S., “N A FTA reforms should
enhance an already-important export market.
.. .U.S. suppliers of intermediate, capital
goods, and high-technology products should
continue to reap large benefits as prime
suppliers of the growing Mexican market*
(HE, 1993). N A FTA also incorporates key
U.S. foreign policy goals for the region, and
builds on the political and economic reforms
taking place in Mexico.
NAFTA provides Canada w ith improved
access to Mexico’s undeveloped market, and
solidifies continued access to the U.S.—the
world’s largest market for which Canada is
the single largest trader.
Given an increasingly international
economy, growing trade and commerce
between these N orth American neighbors
was almost inevitable. As one analyst noted,
“NAFTA’s impact on the U.S. economy will
probably be slight as it will only accelerate
the economic integration of N orth America
that is taking place anyway” (Messner, 1993).
Trade barriers have simply added to the cost
of this increasing trade. And these added costs
affect both the businesses who do the trading
and consumers who purchase the products.
Of many attempts to quantify N A FTA ’s
impacts on the three countries, perhaps the
most comprehensive is a study by the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC). It
estimates that U.S.-Mexican trade will expand
considerably under NAFTA, with U.S.
exports eventually rising by as much as 27
percent and U.S. imports from Mexico rising
by up to 15 percent. Investment from the
U.S. to Mexico will increase substantially, but
opinions differ on how much.
According to the study, “NAFTA is
expected to have minimal additional effects
on trade and investment between the United
States and Canada, because the majority of
NAFTA’s provisions have already been
implemented under CFTA” (ITC, 1993).
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Figures 4 & 5
U n ite d States' Top TVading Partners
Value o f Merchandise Trade in 1993
Billions of U.S. Dollars
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Canada and Mexico are the United States' first and third largest
trading partners. Together, these North American neighbors and NAFTA
partners account for 28 percent of all U.S. trade with the world.
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Since the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement was adopted in 1989, U.S.Canada merchandise trade has grown by $60 billion, a 40 percent increase.
In just the last year, trade increased by $22 billion. U.S.-Mexico trade has almost
doubled in the last five years under Mexican economic and trade reforms.
Source: Compiled from U.S. Department of Commerce trade data.
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Canadian gains as a whole
textiles, grains and
Figure 6
are expected to be small,
oilseeds, cotton, lumber
C u rren t NAFTA M erchandise TVade
“reflecting the existing
and wood products, and
CFTA and the low level of
1993 Trade in Billions of U.S. Dollars
automotive parts ...
trade and investment flows
likely to experience
$2.8 billion
between Mexico and
losses are automobiles,
Canada
Mexico
Canada.” Current trade
apparel, flat glass, certain
between the three NAFTA
household glassware,
nations is shown in Figure
major household
6. While U.S.-Canada and
appliances, shrimp,
U.S.-Mexico trade are two
peanuts, certain fresh and
of the world’s largest
frozen vegetables, citrus
bilateral trading relation
juice, and fresh-cut roses”
United
ships, trade between
(ITC, 1993, p. ix).
States
Canada and Mexico is
The ITC study also
extremely light and is
notes, “Various eco
expected to grow only
While U.S.-Canada trade and U.S.-Mexico trade are large, trade
nomic studies suggest
gradually under NAFTA.
that
the border region
between Canada and Mexico totals only $3.4 billion. This is less than 2
The ITC estimates that
will
benefit
substantially
percent of the value of Canada's trade with the U.S. and 4 percent of
after complete phase-in of
under NAFTA” (ITC, p.
the value of Mexico's trade with the U.S.
NAFTA, all three national
viii). Since NAFTA
economies will be posi
involves a regional
Source: International Trade Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce; and
tively affected. For Canada
trading bloc among
Statistics Canada.
and the U.S., the impact is
bordering nations, it
estimated to be small—
makes sense that the
again reflecting the fact that trade expansion in N orth America greatest impact will be on border regions. These are the
was already occurring and would have continued even without primary contact points in trade, much of it transacted over
NAFTA. Gross domestic product (GDP) gains by Mexico will land. Two-way trade flows converge in border regions and in
be much greater, perhaps as high as 11.4 percent. Canadian and
particular border locations.
U.S. employment gains are estimated at less than one percent,
O n a state-level per capita basis, three of the five largest
but almost 7 percent for Mexico. Real wages in the U.S. and
U.S.-Mexico merchandise trading states are along that border; a
Canada are expected to see slight increases, while rising by as
fourth is along the Gulf of Mexico. Texas is the biggest trading
much as 16 percent in Mexico (ITC, 1993).
state on a per capita basis; its two-way trade with Mexico
All three national economies may benefit under NAFTA,
valued at $1,700 per person. Arizona is second at $900, Louisi
but these gains will not be spread evenly. Some industries will
ana fourth at $440, and California fifth at $365 in trade per
gain considerably, and others will lose. Reflecting this, esti
capita. Michigan’s high per capita trade ($600) reflects its large
mates by the Institute for International Economics (HE) place
two-way auto industry trade with Mexico. If trade in services
U.S. job gains at 316,000 and job losses at 145,000, both by
and travel were included in these estimates, border state
1995. The HE study concludes that “U.S. suppliers of interme
dominance in U.S.-Mexico trading would be even greater.
diates, capital goods, and high-technology products should
This high involvement in trade with Mexico may explain why
continue to reap large benefits as prime suppliers of the
support for NAFTA was greatest along the Southwest border.
growing Mexican market.” Others note that as the “world’s
A similar pattern exists in U.S.-Canada trade. O n a per
leading exporter of services, with competitive telecommunica
capita basis, only eight states have two-way trade valued at
tions, aerospace, financial, software, and entertainment
over $1,000 per person and seven of these are border states.
industries,” the U.S. should see large gains in services trade
Including both merchandise and travel trade with Canada,
with Mexico (DOC, Biddle & Dick, 1993).
Vermont leads in per capita trade at $6,200, followed by
U.S. gains and losses will be unevenly spread among regions Michigan ($4,100), N orth Dakota ($1,500), Washington
as well. “[R]egions more likely to be affected by long-term
($1,370), Maine ($1,265), New York ($1,120), and Montana
production and employment changes as a result of NAFTA are ($1,040) (Swanson & Moisey, 1993).
the Midwest, the South, and the West. Industries in these
regions likely to experience gains are machine tools, bearings,
ihaustrial machinery, steel mill products, pharmaceuticals,
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NAFTA
Internationalization of
Regional Economies

External Affairs and International Trade Canada, 1993, NAFTA: What's it all
about?, Ottawa: Government of Canada,

International dimensions of economic activity are growing
in importance at all levels. In the fast-evolving institutional
framework for international trade, regional trading bloc like
NAFTA are increasingly dominant.
Trade stability isn’t the only benefit of these regional
frameworks. For instance, N A FTA can provide smaller,
regionally-based businesses the opportunity to launch them
selves into international marketplaces.
U.S. trade w ith its neighbors was already large before
NAFTA. And border states have been the greatest participants
in these trading relationships. Cross-border trade flows will
expand under NAFTA, and border states and regions will
increase their involvement as suppliers and buyers of products
and services, and as handlers and transporters of goods and
materials. Many businesses and decisionmakers are moving to
take advantage of these new opportunities.
Early debates on the U.S.-Canada FTA and NAFTA
focused on trade issues at the national scale, and on potential
impacts to large industries. Once these agreements were
adopted, the discussion quickly turned to transportation
issues. Efficient trading depends on an effective transportation
system to service cross-border trade and commerce. Most
North American cross-border trade is conducted over land.
But there are significant gaps and deficiencies in transportation
infrastructure in border regions—exactly where most trade
movement is focused. The Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act, adopted in 1991, specifically addresses transpor
tation needs related to international trade.
How can these trade and transportation initiatives support
regional economic development objectives? In simple terms, a
market economy is built on organized trade and exchange. By
expanding the regional realm of possible buyers and sellers
across borders, the overall potential for exchange grows—and
with it, opportunities for regional economic improvement.
And for previously isolated border regions with their nar
rowly-based economies, the implications are especially rich.Q

(ITC, 1993) International Trade Commission, Potential Impact on the U.S.
Economy and Selected Industries of the N orth American Free-Trade Agree
ment, USITC Pub. 2596, Washington, D.C.
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by Shannon H . Jahrig
Montana trucking firm
reports a 400 percent
increase in its business
with Canada. The head
of Burlington N orthern
says cross-border rail traffic has “abso
lutely exploded.” And Montanans are
determined to get in on the action, to
somehow add value to the tons of freight
rolling through the state on a daily basis.
“For years, we’d sit and watch trucks
and trains pass us by,” says Larry
Bonderud, mayor of Shelby, a small rural
town in north-central Montana about 35
miles from the Canadian border. Things
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For years, w e 'd sit

a n d w atch trucks a n d
trains pass us by. Things
have changed...[now]
trucks a n d trains rarely
pass through Shelby w ith 
o u t a stop ."
- Larry Bonderud, Shelby mayor

have changed in the past few years. Right
on the Burlington N orthern line, trucks
and trains rarely pass through Shelby
without a stop; they unload, consolidate,
reload, and distribute freight to Canadian
and U.S. destinations. Transloading has
created new jobs in Shelby, a town of 2,700
which has been heavily dependent on
agriculture and oil and gas.
When the oil and gas industry began to
decline in the mid-1980s, Shelby’s “eco
nomic stool fell over,” Bonderud says. “We
added transportation as a third leg.”
Mayor Bonderud is also a board member
of the N orthern Express Transit Authority,
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formed six years ago to develop a transportation hub in Shelby.
The Port of Shelby has a bulk facility, which opened in 1992,
and a transit warehouse will open this summer. Bonderud says
he has seen a significant increase in traffic over the past six
years, particularly moving north toward Canada. H e credits
some of that increase to the N o rth American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) and the earlier Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) between Canada and the United States, which helped
eliminate some of the trade barriers and made people more
aware of the trading potential w ith their Canadian neighbors.
Trade between the United States and Canada has grown
from $153 billion in 1988—the year before adoption of the
Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement—to $214 billion last year, a
40 percent increase. Most of this trade, about 70 percent, is
conducted by m otor carriers o r trucks. Using trade value by
truck as a measure, the Sweetgrass crossing 35 miles from
Shelby is the tenth busiest along the whole U.S.-Canada border.
Trade moving by truck through Sweetgrass had a total value
of $2 billion in 1992, up 65 percent from 1988. Cross-border
rail trade has also boomed in recent years, tripling in value
between 1988 and 1992, and now amounting to about $200
million per year. Sixty-five percent of all products moving
north through Sweetgrass are manufactured and industrial
goods. The next largest category is metals and chemicals,
followed by agricultural products. Goods moving south from
Canada are a mix of manufactured items, agricultural products,
and chemicals and metals (Swanson, 1993).
For nearby Shelby, the increased transportation activity has
made a considerable difference, Bonderud says. Direct transpor
tation jobs have been created in trucking, transloading, and
warehousing facilities; and this growth creates additional jobs
at truck stops, hotels, motels, restaurants, and so on.
“Trucking has had a positive impact on our community,”
Bonderud says. “We’re becoming a real city. We even have a
McDonalds.”
That isn’t all. Shelby also has a new department store, a new
motel, and a new gas station. Local businesses are expanding
and Main Street has few empty spaces. “Shelby has risen up and
faced its problems,” Bonderud says. “We’re not putting all our
eggs in one basket.”
One Shelby business has experienced enormous growth in
the last four years. Dick Irvin Inc., a trucking firm with offices
in Shelby, Calgary, and Billings, has seen a 400 percent increase
in its business with Canada since
1990. Mark Cole, manager of
Irvin’s, attributes some growth
to the new, relatively simplified
procedures for trucks crossing
the border. H e says that while
overall effects of freer trade are
difficult to measure, it has made
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Americans think about
Canadian business prospects
and about their own
company’s marketing capabili
ties in a foreign country.
“We are seeing changes,”
Cole says. “There is a broader
spectrum of commodities moving [in and out of Canada] and
there are new players involved. This didn’t happen in the past.”
Dick Irvin Inc. has been transporting dry bulk such as fertiliz
ers and chemicals for more than 40 years and also operates the
Port of Shelby and Burlington N orthern Intermodal facilities.
At both, freight comes in by rail and is loaded onto trucks, or
by truck for transfer to railcars and further distribution. Nearly
half of Irvin’s business is Canadian.
Freer trade has made border crossing somewhat easier and
Americans more open to business w ith their Canadian neigh
bors. But “we have a long way to go,” Cole says. “There are
still regulatory problems [which] N A FTA hasn’t solved...”
One currently unresolved sore spot that has caused prob
lems for some Shelby residents and other northern Montanans
involves Canadian wheat. Since January, Montana farmers have
been blockading grain elevators to keep Canadian grain trucks
out. Could these protests escalate into a trade war, dampening
Montana’s economic growth? O r is increased cross-border grain
dealing a key component in a promising new industry?
Some experts suggest that southbound wheat could signal a
booming grain-handling system in Montana, which could add
to the state’s already strong reputation as a dependable grain
supplier and eventually help secure more markets and higher
prices for producers.

The BN Connection
As cross-border trade has expanded, Burlington N orthern’s
business throughout the United States and Canada has “abso
lutely exploded,” according to Pat Keim, the company’s
director of government affairs in Helena.
The railroad is transporting “record volumes of coal, grain,
merchandise,” Keim says. “We’ve overtaxed the facility almost
to chaos. We had to buy new cars and locomotives.”
Currently, BN’s rail lines run from Seattle and Portland in
the West to Chicago in the Midwest and from the southern
cities of Galveston and Pensacola to northern points in
Vancouver, British Columbia; Sweet Grass, Montana; and
Winnipeg, Manitoba. BN’s tracks run through northern
Montana, Glendive, and Billings. Moreover, a planned merger
with Sante Fe Railroad could extend company lines deep into
the continent’s southern reaches.
NAFTA isn’t the only reason BN’s business has boomed
recently. According to Keim, the trend began w ith deregulation
in the 1980s, which allowed the railroad to set its own freight
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rates, recapture the market,
sees tremendous
and tailor its business. Increas
potential. “Mexico is
“The challenge fo r the transportation industry is to
ing congestion of highways,
one of the U.S.’s top
integrate these previously independent transportation
rising costs of trucks, and fuel
five trading partners
costs also worked to BN’s
functions into a system so tight that they behave as a
and trade has been
advantage.
increasing at about 17single system and to offer seamless one-stop shopping
This assessment is echoed by
20 percent per year,”
service that is oblivious to national borders. *
BN’s John Ackerman, who
Zaegel says. “With a
manages the company’s
plentiful supply of...
- A rthur Zaegel, director general of PBI
intermodal hub center in
young, trainable,
Billings. He says BN’s crossla b o r... Mexico is
border traffic at Shelby has increased a whopping 400 percent
positioned to be the low-cost manufacturing center not only in
in the last four years. “Shelby’s grown because there is more
N orth America, but also in the world. When you add the U.S.
business going north and south.”
-Mexico trade to that already occurring between the U.S. and
Aggressive marketing as a carrier that offers cheaper freight
its largest trading partner, Canada, you have the makings of one
rates than over-the-road-trucking has also helped the rail
of the largest single markets in the world—a $6 trillion
business considerably, Ackerman says. Sending freight by rail
economy, with 360 million potential consumers.”
saves a lot of money, but it takes longer to cross the country.
The challenge for the transportation industry is to “integrate
Because of the competitive freight rates, many Montana
these previously independent transportation functions into a
trucking companies, like Watkins/Shepard, (see
system so tight that they behave as a single system
sidebar) have joined the age of intermodal transpor
and to offer seamless one-stop shopping service
tation and are using both train and truck to move
. that is oblivious to national borders,” he says.
products.
Though NAFTA offers BN great potential
In addition to the Sante Fe Railroad merger
A for expansion, it also brings problems.
BN plans a new north-south transportation
Mexico’s transportation equipment and
system that involves both rail and barge trans
drivers often don’t meet U.S. standards. And
port. In April, BN launched a rail-barge-rail
NAFTA is still controversial, still evolving.
service linking Burlington rail markets in the
Transportation executives and managers
United States and Canada with Mexican markets.
want their carriers to cross national borders as
This new service connects BN rails with the Protexa
easily as state borders. And that may take some
Burlington International (PBI) rail-barge-rail route into
time. NAFTA’s regulations are complicated; and
Coatzacoalcos, Mexico.
interest groups such as freight and customs brokers fight the
A rthur Zaegel, the director general of PBI in Mexico City,
open border concept because it means their livelihood. Small

The A ge o f Interm odal Transportation
ive years ago, Watkins/Shepard was trying to decide if
Watkins/Shepard grossed $1.6 million on the cross-border carpet
transporting carpet across the border into Canada was
business. In 1993, the company made $5.3 million on that portion
worthwhile. It was expensive, and border crossings added an of their business alone; estimates for 1994 are about $5.7 million.
extra hassle. But Ray Kuntz, vice president of the trucking firm's
The headquarters for Watkins/Shepard is in Missoula and the
operations and sales, thought he'd hang in there and give it a try.
company has offices in several other states.
He organized a specialized program that consolidated carpet
One reason Watkins/Shepard has "grown in leaps and bounds'
near the manufacturing centers in Atlanta and LA, and then
is the joint use of rail and truck to move products, Kuntz says. Rail
moved it by rail to Helena. When the carpet reached Helena, it
freight rates are much more competitive than truck rates so the
was loaded onto trucks and moved across the border to destina
company can move freight—like carpet and furniture— by rail
tions in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and eastern British Columbia.
from the southeastern part of the country w here manufacturing
Starting the program was a smart move. In its first year, 1989,
costs are less expensive.

F
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businesses often feel threatened by free trade and like Montana
farmers, aren’t sure they want to deal with foreign business.
Truckers are sometimes bothered by tougher restrictions for
U.S.-based trucks crossing into Canada than for Canadian
trucks coming to the U.S.
W ithout a doubt, N A FTA is causing some disjunction and
pain. In the new globalizing economy, jobs are lost in one place
and gained in another. Which will it be for Montana?

Economic O pportunities
for Montana
Though some aspects need to be worked out, NAFTA
clearly provides Montana with economic opportunities.
Geographic isolation has been one of Montana’s principal
impediments to economic maturation and development and
NAFTA can help change that, according to Larry Swanson, a
BBER economist (see article this issue).
“In Montana, our regional marketplace is expanding,
becoming potentially more vital...Aggressively pursuing crossborder trade and transportation opportunities might be the
single most important thing regional policymakers could do to
advance the region’s economic future.”
As Montanans realize the potential for economic growth,
some communities are positioning themselves to take full
advantage of N A FTA and the opportunities it offers. Butte’s
Port of Montana has been open since 1972, and the Port of
Shelby will see significant expansion this summer. Billings and
Great Falls are also trying to develop transportation hubs.

Butte— Port of Montana
The Port of Montana, Butte’s rail-truck intermodal hub,
provides a strategic location for Canadian shippers seeking

access to the U.S. and Mexican markets and resources.
The port offers a variety of transload services for imported
goods like lumber, fertilizers, and bulk minerals. O ther features
at the Butte facility include:
• On-site U.S. Customs clearance
• Foreign trade zone—duty can be deferred until product
goes to seller
• Access via north-south and east-west highways
Service via two continental railroads—U nion Pacific and
Burlington Northern
• Security area—products can be protected in a bonded
warehouse until they clear customs
• Certified scales—2 truck, 1 rail
• Intermodal road-to-rail and rail-to-road transfer of bulk,
packaged, bulk bag, tanked, and containerized commodi
ties and goods
• Warehouse, storage, load and unload, package and
re-pack, container break-down and transfer
• Trailer-on flatcar and container-on-flatcar service

Billings—M ontana Tradeport
A uthority
Billings wants to develop an intermodal rail-truck hub and
make major improvements to Montana’s highway infrastruc
ture to provide strategic links for growing trade traffic between
Canada, the United States, and Mexico.
NAFTA and the earlier FT A are removing cross-border
trade barriers and causing an increase in traffic, and a Billings
group believes a high-performance highway system or some
key north-south routes through the state are needed, as well as
several state-of-the-art intermodal connections at key junctures.
Billings may be an ideal spot for a major intermodal hub,
according to executive director of the Billings Economic

...continued from page 20
"We're able to provide service in an area that geographically
doesn't have a lot of people," says Dave Wanzenried, director of
operations at the Missoula office. "Montana doesn't have an
opportunity to see freight from other parts of the U.S. Now (we]
can get carpet and furniture predictably and have it delivered."
"We come into Montana and make truckload deliveries where
other companies aren't interested in ending up with their
trucks....Lots of companies don't have freight in Montana. We do.
It comes in by rail."
Kuntz says that Watkins/Shepard has been successful with its'
cross-border trade because the company:
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■ Established a service schedule and told people they
would live by it, proving Canadians could buy easily
from the U.S.
■ Understood border-crossing, working with brokers, and
dealing in Canadian funds.
■ Decided what to do, did it, and didn't deliver a half
product.
■ Knew the industry well enough to recognize an
opportunity.
His best advice for anyone undertaking a similar project, "Know
the players and how to play the game. Know your niche area. If
you don't, you could get into trouble."§€
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Development Center,
four-lane insterstate
Jerry Thomas, who is
highway, Thomas says.
A good transportation system takes on m ore im por
spearheading the
One Billings truck driver
group’s development
tance as M ontana's population continues to rise a n d
says, “it's nothing more
efforts. The city is at
than a country road
tourism becomes the state rs second largest a n d fastestthe crossroads of two
between Great Falls and
major interstates (1-25
grow ing industry. G ood roads m ay bring m ore visitors
Billings—not much
and 1-90) and “is
different
than the
w ho w ill spend m ore m oney. *
located in the heart of
highways in the 1930s.”
one of the most
The proposed truckrapidly growing and
rail intermodal facility is
economically powerful regions of the United States. Billings
also close to Billings’ rapidly developing business parks and
emerges as a central transportation hub for commercial and
other industrial sites for most types of light manufacturing.
passenger traffic between Minneapolis-St. Paul, Seattle, Denver,
and Calgary and Edmonton, Alberta.”
Great Falls
To make the hub a success, certain segments of the Montana
Great Falls has a task force studying the issues too, headed
Highway System would need improvement. For instance, the
by Bill Beecher. The task force figures there must be some way
road between Great Falls and Billings is the only stretch of
the city can benefit from the increased traffic—most of it
highway from the Canadian border down through Denver,
headed up to Canada.
Albuquerque, and El Paso on the Mexican border that isn’t

Alaska Highway
Figure 1

Future Cross-Border Trade and Tourism
Corridors in the Rocky Mountain West
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Source: Swanson and Moisey, The University of Montana, 1993.
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“Great Falls is in the way of something happening naturally:
north/south trade,” according to Beecher. “We’re at the apex of
two highway systems (1-15 to Salt Lake and 1-25 to Denver). It
seems a natural.”
The increased volume of trucking across the U.S.-Canada
border presents a real economic opportunity for Great Falls.
Beecher says the Great Falls task force is talking about develop
ing an intermodal rail-truck facility with a pre-clearance center,
which would make customs procedures easier for truckers.
Instead of waiting 24 hours before crossing the border—as they
do now—truckers would be cleared by the center and avoid the
wait. Another idea being tossed around is to tie in the Great
Falls International A irport w ith the intermodal facility,
thereby adding even more international trade possibilities.
The highway between Great Falls and Billings needs to be
improved before any of these plans would work, Beecher says.
“The motive is economic activity for Great Falls, but it
would enhance other areas of the state too.”

Montanans are not the only ones to realize the potential of
cross-border trade and an improved highway system. O n the
other side of the border, the Alberta Transportation Depart
ment in Edmonton is in the midst of major highway construc
tion and improvement on Alberta’s “Export Highway,” which
joins U.S. Interstate 15 at the Montana border.
The department’s goal is a four-lane highway from the
Sweetgrass, Montana, border north to Calgary. The highway
north from Calgary to Edmonton is already four-lanes. High
way 2 from Calgary to Fort McLeod will soon be four-lane all
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the way, according to Al Willard, the department’s construc
tion program director. W ork will begin on Highway 3 from
Fort McLeod to Lethbridge this summer and should be
completed by 1997; work will be started in 1998 on Highway
4 from Lethbridge to the Sweetgrass border. These highways
together are referred to as the Alberta Export Highway, and
Willard believes that all these improvements should have a
significant impact on U.S.-Canada trade.
A good transportation system takes on more importance as
Montana’s population continues to rise and tourism becomes
the state’s second largest and fastest-growing industry. Good
roads may bring more visitors who will spend more money.
“While there’s growing potential for a commercial trading
corridor in the Rocky Mountain West, there’s also potential for
expanded development of another type of north-south, crossborder corridor in the region,” BBER economist Swanson says.
“As the region’s economy operates increasingly on a northsouth basis and the regional marketplace expands, we have the
additional opportunity of developing a north-south, crossborder ‘tourism and recreation’ corridor. This corridor could
be anchored by Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks
in the south and Jasper and Banff parks in the north, with
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park as its centerpiece. ”□

Shannon Jahrig is publications coordinator a t the Bureau o f
Business and Economic Research, The University o f Montana,
Missoula, MT.
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) he geographical center of Montana is just about
does so well: hammer out a custom solution to the
Lewistown, a community of some 8,000 souls
community’s expanding needs and limited public sector
i surrounded by high plains, huge cattle ranches,
resources.
and what Ivan Doig has called the “house of sky.”
As we see it, that tradition of coming together, imagining a
Geographic centrality, however, doesn’t necessarily make an viable future, and together building it, may very well be the
economic hub. And for most of the
key element in Lewistown’s success.
decades of the twentieth century,
Just how anomolous that success is
Lewistown has remained a bit player
will be apparent as we look at the
in the state’s larger mercantile
overall trends of Montana’s very
dramas, its fortunes driven by local
small towns.
drought and land prices; by epidem
ics that devastated human and cattle
First Impressions
populations; by the boom and bust
Some northland towns, according
cycles of mining and transport; and
to writer Wallace Stegner, provide an
by overall state and national popula
“indispensable sanctuary to match
tion patterns.
the prairie’s exposure.” Lewistown
But if Lewistown has been an
feels a bit like that, isolated in the
economic outlier, it may be a prime
midst of endless rolling grassland,
example of a healthy and successful
occasional coulees, antelope resting
rural community. We began to sense
in wheat stubble, far-off mountains
its unusual vitality working with the
upthrust and breaking the weather
Lewistown Fiscal Forum, a citizen
into massive fronts, and tiny com
group formed in 1993. Like their
munities with blunt names like Belt,
predecessors—Lewistown partici
Moccasin, Geyser, Benchland,
pants in the Montana Study of 1946Buffalo, Straw.
47—Lewistown citizens have once
You come on Lewistown sud
again discovered the power of
denly, dropping off the apparently
combining “facts with
infinite plains into a
folks.”
snug valley of trees,
That’s our story here,
pastures, winding
“...w hat has built our country is com m unity
the facts and folks of
water, houses,
Lewistown, Montana,
and...com m unity is not dependent on governm ent. It's
buildings. The only
circa 1994. It’s a daunting
sizable community
dependent
on
the
willingness
o
f
people
to
b
u
ild
to
g
eth
er”
task and necessarily
for more than a
incomplete. For how can
-Daniel Boorstin, 1993
hundred miles in any
we, in a few short journal
direction, it is indeed
pages, do justice to the
a kind of sanctuary in what memoirist and Fergus County
complex web of relationships between people and place,
native, Mary Clearman Blew, calls that land’s “fearful vacancy.”
between local and regional economies, between oldtimers and
Adding to the sense of safehold are the surprising number of
newcomers?
large stone buildings and the intricate rockwork chimneys and
We approach the task by detailing key demographic and
porch columns on otherwise modest bungalows—legacy of
economic characteristics of Lewistown and the surrounding
Lewistown’s Croat stonemasons, many of whom arrived early
area of Fergus County, and comparing that to statewide
in the century. One might think such architecture a bit too
patterns. We also examine fiscal data and trends for city,
grand for a small town; but perhaps, as some theorists of public
county, and school entities—an effort which owes much to
space suggest, solid stonework helps shape a solid sense of
Great Falls C.P.A. and Lewistown native Ray Young. We flesh
community. Tumbleweeds might roll through town, but the
out this number-intensive analysis with a few of our own
town itself won’t blow away.
subjective impressions; a brief interview on the development of
Following Stegner’s advice on studying “in detail the life of
Lewistown with local historian Anna Zellick; and a sidebar
any community,” by going “very early to its refuse piles,” this
from newspaper publisher Dave Byerly describing the rich
roving reporter parked on Main Street and, before attending to
legacy of community betterment projects. O u r profile con
any other business, hit the pawn shops and second hand stores,
cludes with a challenge to Lewistown to do more of what it
asking at every one if Lewistown was growing and if so, what
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ew istow n has the
heart o f a sm all
tow n a n d a head fo r ex
p lo itin g its assets."
-Norma Tirrell, 1991

evidence suggested it. All those polled said yes indeed, the town
was growing. Several noted the construction activity—new
houses on the outskirts, lots of refurbishing downtown,
including a new “underground” addition to the county’s classic
Carnegie Library.
One older gent in a second-hand shop cited rising rents, the
impossibility of finding anything anyway, and the “welfare
types” who were flooding into Lewistown for the “easy and
generous” benefits. H e also coyly suggested anyone could
discover the “real” evidence of change—if they kept their eyes
“wide open.” After some coaxing, he provided a more direct
hint of what to look for. “Look at the ratio of women to men
on the streets,” he said. “Especially the kind of women.”
Whether he meant fallen women o r professional women—or
they were the same thing in his mind—wasn’t clear. All this
reporter noticed were numbers of very young women with
passels of kids. (Later on, a twenty-something woman manag
ing a local business noted that either you left town after high
school or got married right away and began having kids). In
any case, the second-hand gent did seem threatened by the
presence of (new?) females in Lewistown.
While pulling away from the curb, this reporter’s eye was
caught by another old gent. H e wore a big grey cowboy hat
and looked like he ought to be riding a tough roan up some
nearby coulee. Instead, he was stopped astride a modern
mountain bike, waiting to cross Lewistown’s brisk afternoon
traffic. And judging by his grim face, none too happy about the
delay.
Change is sure to make some folks cranky. But is
Lewistown changing? From what? To what? Beyond impres
sions of place and mood, what do the numbers say?

The Context of Change
For the past half century, Montana’s population and
economic growth has been increasingly concentrated in three
principal trade and service centers, Billings, Missoula, and Great
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Falls; and in the four secondary trade centers of Bozeman,
Helena, Butte, and Kalispell. These centers and their surround
ing service areas have absorbed all the state’s net population
growth—and then some.
Currently, 530,000 people, or 65 percent of Montana’s total
population, live in the nine counties which roughly define
these larger trade centers (see Figure 1). Moreover, most of the
state’s new jobs are created in these few counties. Agriculture,
mining, and timber may continue to provide a critical base of
economic activity in Montana, but trade centers are the
primary locus of economic and population growth.
At the same time, population in many rural areas has
declined or remained stagnant. Individual farms and ranches
have grown larger, fewer people are needed to work them, and
the affiliated small towns have withered. A few rural counties,
mostly in Western Montana, managed to buck this overall
trend. Still, only about 300,000 people, or about a third overall,
now live in the 47 non-trade center counties. Both this share of
the state’s total population and the absolute numbers of area
residents could decline further as rural populations age, and—
because of the poor job situation—are not replaced by younger
individuals and families.
Small rural towns aren’t just mini-trade centers, but are
characterized by sharp differences in kind as well as size. They
create few new jobs—especially for young professionals—and
they offer a much reduced array of shopping and service
opportunities. O n the plus side, small rural towns provide
some unique attractions. In the course of our Lewistown visits,
for example, residents repeatedly cited the richer dose of trust
in business transactions, the easy way of life, the importance of
school-centered activities, and the community spirit engendered
by substantial local betterment projects.
It’s worth noting that the state includes only a handful of
communities in the 5,000 to 10,000 range: Lewistown, Sidney,
Miles City, and Livingston. The seven trade center populations
range from an upper limit of 81,000 (Billings) to a lower limit
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of 34,000 people (Butte/Silver
“exportation of our young,”
Table 1
Bow); the next largest town is
others declared that “giving
Federal, State and Local G overnm ent Jobs
Havre, with just over 10,000
the kids a good start” was
and Incom e in Fergus County,
people. By far the bulk of
success enough. And in fact,
1970, 1980 & 1990
Montana communities are
the community’s many
tiny—38 towns with 1,000 to
affinity groups raise impres
1970
1980
1990
5,000 people, and 80 towns
sive sums for local scholar
Em ploym ent (no.of employees)
Federal
with less than 1,000 people.
368
340
241
ships so kids can launch
State and local
651
788
842
Given these general
themselves.
Total
1,019
1,128
1,083
trends—Montana’s population
Fergus County’s demo
Income (wages and salaries in $ millions)
and economic activity increas
graphic profile differs from
Federal
$2,355
$5,148 $5,206
ingly concentrated in trade
the statewide profile in a
State and local
$3,249
$8,970 $15,623
centers while its rural areas
couple of important ways.
Total
$5,604
$14,118 $20,829
mostly decline—how do we
Most striking is the median
Incom e as % o f to ta l labo r income
imagine a future for particular
age difference. Since 1970, the
Federal
7.0%
8.0%
6.0%
small isolated towns? Some
median age has risen approxi
State and Local
9.7%
13.9%
18.1%
Total
times pure cussedness helps, a
16.7%
21.9% 24.2%
mately seven years for both
gritty determination to buck
Fergus County and the state
Incom e as % o f to ta l personal income
the odds no matter what;
as a whole, but Fergus
Federal
5.1%
4.7%
3.0%
State and Local
many Montanans have
7.1%
8.2%
9.1%
County’s was four years
Total
12.2%
12.9%
12.2%
survived bad winters on little
older to begin with. In 1990,
else. We can also look for
nearly 20 percent of Fergus
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census.
what gives a town its distinct
County was over 65, while
character, and like the shrewd
the comparable statewide
est CEO in a tough global market, exploit that asset.
figure was only 13.3 percent.
To us, Lewistown’s most striking feature is its ability to
Some very recent estimates from the Census suggests that
marshall broad support for town projects, as described in Dave
overall, non-metro counties in the United States may be
Byerly’s sidebar. From the very first session of Lewistown’s
growing again, reversing a near two-decade era of rural decline.
Fiscal Forum, participants exuded pride in their community
And it may be that the apparent growth of Fergus County and
spirit, in the quality of their schools, and in the appearance of
Lewistown since 1990 is a function of that larger trend. In any
Main Street. They described an abundance of citizen activity,
case, the most recent official population estimates put Fergus
and expressed confidence in their local officials.
County up about 300 between 1990 and 1992 (to 12,440) and
Are they living in a dream world, given the overall context
Lewistown proper up about 170 (to 6,220) in that same period.
of rural decline? Before we completely succumb to their can-do
Anecdotal evidence—from real estate agents, the Chamber of
optimism, let’s examine the facts—demographic, economic,
Commerce, people on the street, the newspaper’s annual
fiscal—of that small isolated community’s situation.
Progress Edition—suggest additional growth since 1992.
Lewistown’s admittedly aging population may be a plus in
Demographics
the short term. Older residents are more likely to have a wellestablished tradition of community activism, and more time to
At first glance, Lewistown hardly seems an exception to the
general rule of rural decline. During the 1980s, both Lewistown devote to volunteer projects than the increasingly dual-career
younger families. Moreover, non-wage income from pensions
and Fergus County as a whole lost people. County wide
and properties has become an ever bigger share of Fergus
population fell by about 1,000 over that decade, and nearly all
County (and the state’s) total personal income. That, coupled
the loss was attributable to Lewistown itself. Since one would
with the additional business older folks bring to Lewistown’s
expect a natural increase (excess of births over deaths) of 300 in
medical and retirement centers, make this group very impor
a normal decade, departures from the County in the 1980s
tant to Fergus County’s overall economic well being. But this
actually exceeded new arrivals by 1,300.
demographic profile also poses some special challenges for the
Anecdotal and other evidence suggests that many emigrants
longer term. Some of these, as we’ll see, relate to the potential
were young people, and that they were not being replaced by
future of Lewistown’s public finances. Others are less fiscal but
newcomers. Each year of the 1980s, just under 200 high school
no less crucial—specifically, how to transfer community
seniors graduated county-wide; probably about half of them
leadership roles to a younger time-pressed generation.
left. Although we heard many Lewistown residents lament the
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Economy
Income is the central measure of economic
well-being for most people. And Montanans
know their incomes aren’t the best: overall,
state incomes lag the average American per
capita income by about 15 percent. Fergus
County lags Montana's average by another 5
percent. Lewistown residents can recoup some
of this because housing costs, while on the
upswing, are still lower than all Montana trade
centers except perhaps Butte.
Has this pattern been true over time? After
adjusting for inflation, Fergus County's
average personal income fell during the 1980s,
as did incomes for many Montana citizens.
After a rebound late in the decade, agriculture
seems to be stabilizing again. County farms and
ranches are becoming increasingly capital
intensive overall, and some operations (large
and small) are adapting to specialty markets by
focusing on organic products, prize seed stock,
and the like.
Although agriculture remains the county’s
largest industry, rising farmer and rancher
incomes is only one factor pushing
Lewistown’s current growth cycle. O ther
important factors include: increased construc
tion activity; new retail and service businesses,
with marked growth in the medical center and
retirement homes; and the overall size and
stability of public sector jobs and income. As
Table 1 shows, federal, state, and local govern
ments combined provide 12 percent of the total
personal income for Fergus County.
The changing balance among income
sources is also instructive. Figure 2 compares
sources of personal income for Fergus County
and the state over time. N ote that labor
income (wages, salaries, benefits, farm
proprietor’s income) comprises an ever smaller
share of total personal income at both the local
and state level. At the same time, property
income (dividends, rents, profits, and interest)
and transfer payments (primarily Medicare/
Medicaid, Social Security, welfare) have
increased rapidly over the past two decades,
rising to over half the Fergus County total in
1991. This share is unusual even for Montana’s
relatively high proportion, but can be ex
plained by the area’s mostly profitable farms
and ranches, and by the elevated Medicare and
Social Security payments associated with
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Theory of Place
Anna Zellick is a descendant of Croat stonemasons w ho settled in
Lewistown in the early 1900s. After attending high school in Lewistown (class
of 35). she completed graduate and undergraduate studies in American
History at the University of Chicago, and worked with the national offices of
Girl Scouts. She's been active in educational and public service circles since
returning to Lewistown in the 1960s, and has written articles on local history
for M ontana The M agazine o f Western History. Over dinner at the Yogo Inn,
she summarized her theory of Lewistown's development.
'It's the center of the state,' she began. 'But the advantages of geography
didn't accrue to Lewistown because of development patterns elsewhere in the
state,' chiefly those along waterways and the "gold trail," and then later,
around the supply bases for gold, such as Bozeman. This pattern also dictated
the development of highways and airways, leaving Lewistown "in the dust."
A similar pattern emerged in designing Montana's higher education system.
The territorial government, "thinking services should be distributed to towns
already in existence," allocated university units elsewhere. Lewistown became
even more of an "island," according to Ms. Zellick. "And that's too bad because
w e had cattle, sheep, and gold interests here [the nearby Kendall, Gilt Edge,
Maiden, and Spotted Horse mines), and served as a supply base for these."
Montana's population shot up in the late 1800s and early 1900s, and
railroad moguls decided that Lewistown would be an ideal location for fast
passenger rail service. "At last—the centrality of Lewistown was recognized."
Recognized, perhaps, but not necessarily realized. According to Ms. Zellick,
three factors intervened: The Panama Canal opened, which changed the
economics of trans-continental transport, and to a certain extent, competed
with railroads; World War I began, delaying many civilian and commercial
ventures; and severe droughts crippled Montana agriculture beginning in
1919. Thus, the Milwaukee and Great Northern Railroads built impressive new
depots in Lewistown, and then abandoned the passenger rail projects
associated with them.
Along with the rest of Montana, Lewistown in the 1920s and "dirty Thirties"
entered a period of economic disaster. A third of the state's banks, nearly half
its manufacturing and retail businesses, a fifth of its farms, and some of its
towns failed. (Joseph Kinsey Howard, 1943, M ontana: H igh, Wide, a n d
Handsom e) Lewistown suffered plenty during that period, but did not fail.
No doubt many factors contributed to the community's survival, with
perhaps the most important of them (good rainfall. World War Two and
associated agricultural demands) beyond local control. However, w hen the
war boom faded and new farming technologies reduced the need for labor,
the town again w ent into decline. This time, local citizens forged an instru
ment of local control. They got together and decided to turn one of the
leftover railroad depots into a nice motel—the Yogo Inn, where w e enjoyed
dinner with Anna Zellick. Thus, the sign of an economic failure became a mark
of prosperity. And a tangible tradition of community empowerment took hold.
Interestingly, Lewistown may yet become a transportation crossroads.
Recent passage of the North America Free Trade Agreement has focused new
attention on north-south transportation corridors, including improving
highway linkages direct from Great Falls to Billings. Halfway between these
two, and logically en route, sits Lewistown.3€
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Figures 1, 2 & 3
M o n tan a T tad e C e n te r and Rural Counties'
P o p u latio n Share O v e r Tim e

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census.
‘ Yellowstone, Missoula, Cascade, Flathead, Lewis & Clark, Gallatin,
Butte-Silverbow, Ravalli and Lake.
♦All other Montana counties

M ajor Components o f Total Personal Income,
M ontana and Fergus County
(Percent of Total)

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Local Governm ent O perating Spending Ttends
(Millions of dollars)

12T

Sources: Financial reports of School District #01 (combined elementary
and high school). City of Lewistown and Fergus County.
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Fergus County’s high proportion of older residents.
H ow will this striking shift in income sources affect
Lewistown’s economic future? Can the community sustain its
growth spurt through the 1990s? Even to ask such questions
requires access to good clear data, and an ability to discern
where local efforts can matter.
Key sectors of Lewistown’s economy operate mostly beyond
local control. The nearby Kendall Mine, for instance, plans to
eliminate approximately 70 high-wage jobs within the next
year, and that loss will be tough to recoup for county families
and businesses. Agriculture, the single largest economic sector,
is always vulnerable to drought, pests, and global factors.
However, sectors related to retirement and visitor services
seem likely candidates for continued growth, and deliberate
focus on these could very well pay off. True to the local activist
style, community leaders are already going after these. The
Chamber of Commerce intensively markets class reunions to
former residents, thereby exploiting Lewistown’s schoolcentered culture and its reputation as a retirement destination.
A recent survey conducted by UM ’s Institute for Tourism and
Recreation Research revealed that the typical visitor to
Lewistown may spend a little less than average per day (about
$90 vs. about $97), but stays a full two days longer than in most
Montana towns. A promising profile indeed.
Tourism is an obvious target for local development efforts as it is for many Montana communities, large and small. We
think Lewistown’s activists may be equal to a more subtle,
indeed a path-breaking, challenge: Extending their ingenuity
with ad hoc community betterment projects to the efficient,
ongoing management of public finances. They’ll need
committment, certainly, to go forward with such a task. But
solid data and a proper forum are also necessary, so that citizens
can consider their situation in the light of overall trends and
possible options for the future.

Fiscal Profile
Typically, fiscal information about local government is
fragmented. Combining Lewistown’s city, county, and school
finances offers several useful insights. 1) The relative size of each
element becomes apparent. 2) We can talk about local govern
ment spending on a per person basis. 3) Comparisons between
communities become possible. 4) And we can compare the
public sector enterprise with private sector entities in terms of
jobs and incomes. All these factors boil down to one key hope:
that real people come to understand government finance and do
democracy with it.
Lewistown’s combined government spending for 1992/3 was
approximately $15 million, including general operation, capital
improvements, debt service, and fee-driven enterprises such as
the water system and county fairgrounds. General operations
accounts for the largest portion by far—about $10.7 million last
year for city, county, and school entities together.
Figure 3 compares Lewistown’s combined general operations
M ontana Business Q uarterly/Sum m er 1994
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Coralling Community Spirit & Dollars
by Dave Byerly, publisher, Lewistown News-Argus
If I could give you a tour of Lewistown, I would proudly show
you many different things, all linked by a common thread. These
include our hospital and nursing home; our new high school
(which, after voters passed a mill levy to build it, was expanded
into a truly Central Montana facility through a $ 1 million private
fund drive); the community ow ned Yogo Park Inn; our renovated
city library; the establishment of a Central Montana Community
Foundation and on and on.
These are hallmarks of progress for Lewistown and the
surrounding area, sources of pride and continuing contributions
to the fabric of life here.
Some have been quite creative. For instance, about 100 local
businesses and individuals pledge a certain dollar am ount per
high school sports tournament so w e can offer our facilities at
zero cost to other schools—a competitive advantage when we
bid for events. Local grocery stores support another unique
effort, our ongoing coupon drive. Volunteers affix coupons to
cereal boxes and other eligible items, then at the cash register,
checkers ask if you w ant to use the coupon or donate the value.
Most people donate, and the accounts gather $2,000 to $3,000
per month for various community projects. Right now, the
coupon drive is paying for a w ater slide at the city pool.
Through the years several people continually seem to be at the
forefront of community betterment efforts. But they would be the

spending for two recent fiscal years. N ote that while overall
spending growth during the six-year period was 22.1 percent,
inflation grew by about 28 percent during the same period.
Thus, like many sectors of Montana’s economy, the public
sector too actually lost ground.
Note also that the different entities have grown at different
rates. Schools absorb by far the largest portion of the combined
government spending budget—nearly 65 percent compared to a
county government share of about 20 percent and a city
government share of about 15 percent. If we divide the com
bined total spending of these entities by 8000 (Lewistown
proper plus school district #1 boundaries), we get a per person
amount of $1,325.
We’re still in the early stages of compiling comparable data
for other Montana towns. But so far, it looks like Lewistown’s
public service costs per person are about “in line”: Seeley Lake
spends less, under $1,200; Missoula spends more, nearly $1,400.
Payroll costs accounted for the bulk of public sector
spending in 1992/93, probably about $8 million of $10.7
million, and/or about 400 jobs. Compare that with a Medical
Center payroll of about $6 million (around 300 jobs). It’s easy
to see that, along with vital community services such as public
schools, police and fire protection, roadwork, and so on,
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first to tell you that success is built on the many w ho join in as
workers and donors.
For example, DeeAnn Buehler, a physical education teacher in
our public schools, saw the need for safer and better children's
playspaces. A number of community leaders joined with her and
raised $ 130,000. Just as important, hundreds of others—moti
vated to do the right thing for their community—turned out to
physically install this equipment. If paid for, that labor would have
doubled project costs. Today you see these playspaces all over
town, covered with smiling kids.
This happened because people had vision and because the
community was willing to get things done. N o one waited for the
school district, which did not and would not have the funds,
though it supported the project. Nor did anyone w a it for "govern
ment" to get it done. We are fortunate to have inherited this
generous legacy. All of us w ho live here are proud of the commu
nity-wide efforts that make this a better place.
We have a number of projects in the works now: building a
new livestock barn at the fairgrounds; extending and improving
our track and tennis facilities; and planting hundreds, hopefully
thousands of trees throughout the community—our "re-leaf',
program. All these efforts are driven by volunteers relying on
private donated time and dollars.
Our challenge as w e move into the 21 st century is to sustain
this powerful sense of community, and develop a new generation
of leaders with vision to continue the great work.§€

Lewistown’s public sector provides a vital source of jobs, and
hence, economic well-being.
What supports the public sector? Tax dollars mostly, and
one type in particular—property taxes. Total property taxes
levied in Fergus County in 1993/94 were $8.8 million, up 9.2
percent from 1986/87. However, general inflation for this same
seven-year period (as measured by the Consumer Price Index)
was about 32 percent. Fergus County property taxes, like that
of many eastern and central Montana counties, have lagged
behind inflation. If this single most important tax source
remains stagnant, or is reduced by property tax reform,
Lewistown will have to be especially creative in finding
alternative revenue sources and managing its public sector
services. To know how creative, it's instructive to know that
private funding for Lewistown's community betterment
projects may account for up to $1 million per year.

The Challenge
Public finances may not seem as specific and tangible as a
water slide (see sidebar), and it’s true that information about
fiscal matters has been fragmented. But now that good data and
a usable forum have come together, is there any inherent
reason why Lewistown’s citizen activists shouldn’t apply to
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local government the same canny collaborative tactics they
applied to building the Yogo Inn, financing a larger gym, fund
raising for scholarships? W hy shouldn’t they make the public
sector a force for promoting community health and vitality?
Newcomers aren’t an inherent reason not to try, but they
may present a complication, one that is very much on local
minds. For Lewistown is growing. According to Webb Brown,
the local Chamber executive, requests for relocation
packets have risen four-fold recently—from about 50 three years
ago to over 200 last year. Commercial activity is surging as well.
Main Street is full, he says, and “five new businesses are opening
this m onth” (May, 1994).
Who are these newcomers? Many recent arrivals aren’t really
newcomers, but are returnees, early retirees, people with some
history or family connection to the place. Often they don’t go
through the Chamber, says Brown, because they already know
where to go and how to re-establish themselves in Lewistown.
So the actual influx of new people into the area may be higher.
As Brown, News-Argus publisher Dave Byerly, and others
told us, the influx is not just people coming to something special
(family ties, hunting and fishing, small town ambience, low land
and house prices). Newcomers may also be escaping^rom
something awful (urban crime, sprawl, bad schools, gangs).
Byerly cites the example of city kids in trouble whose folks feel
a changed mileau will make everything better, so they move
from LA to Lewistown. Bringing troubles with them, of course.
The number of “at risk” kids is increasing in local schools, he
says, and the nature of juvenile crimes has become more violent.
With growth have come some unsettling changes. Byerly
admits that “we’re a little xenophobic here,” and explains one
reason why that’s true: “We run on credit. We’re an easy credit
outfit. We bill everybody.”
Presumably that way of doing business only works if you
know all your customers and know from experience that their
word is as good as money in the bank. Transactions based on
trust, not suspicion, are part of Lewistown’s community
identity, what Anna Zellick calls the “easy” way of life. How
can you tell if newcomers who dress funny are trustworthy, if
they’ll fit in, honor local values?
Lewistown’s local leaders may focus their worry and fears on
newcomers, on the question of whether new people can adapt
and accept the settled core of community traditions and values—
and it is a real problem, as are the issues raised by the
community’s aging population, its increasing demand for
services and apparently stagnant revenues. But Lewistown’s core
values may be more in flux than local leaders acknowledge.
As we left, a conversation was unfolding over whether the
steering committee which coordinates various scholarship funds
should give many local students relatively small amounts, o r a
few students relatively large awards. This wasn’t just a decision
about resource allocation, but quite explicitly a matter of values.
Should the community reward merit, or acknowledge the broad
cross-section? It couldn’t do both, so which strategy was the
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truer expression of Lewistown’s famous and valuable commu
nity spirit?
This is a vexing question without an obvious answer. It
affects both individual lives and the shape of community
values. As such, it’s an emblem of the gritty issues always
present in local governance.
Lewistown’s tradition of dealing with such issues bodes well
for its future. This community does democracy on a daily
basis, spends its time talking out the tough problems, and uses
its resources to devise ingenious solutions.
Does this tactic travel? Can other communities learn from
and use the Lewistown experience? □

Stan Nicholson is an economist who has worked w ith the
Brookings Institution and lived all over the world. A Montana
native, he now lives in Seeley Lake, and is project director o f the
Fiscal Forums.
Marlene Nesary is editor o f the Montana Business Quarterly,
and consultantfo r local governments on com m unity development
projects. She received an MFA from UM’s w riting program in
1992 and resides in Missoula.

NOTE: The Montana Fiscal Forums are data-based, non
partisan discussion groups currently in nine Montana commu
nities, where citizen leaders and public officials meet to learn
about and discuss revenue-raising and spending issues
of their communities and the state. A hallmark of the Forum
is a combined, simple income statement for city, county, and
school entities. The project is funded with a two-year grant
from the Northwest Area Foundation in St. Paul, MN, to the
Montana Community Foundation.

Big screen against a big sky, on the way out of Lewistown.
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LETTERS

0D Letters to the Editor fiD
Since conducting a reader survey last year, we’ve been
experimenting a bit with how and what we present in the
Montana Business Quarterly. You may have noticed our efforts
to make complex economic issues more “user friendly,” o r that
we’ve broadened our scope to include more profiles of Mon
tana businesses, and additional coverage of emerging industries
and relevant policy questions.
This issue incorporates a new forum for reader input, a page
or two of letters to the editor. We hope to make this a regular
feature of the Quarterly. But its success depends on you—your
opinions, suggestions, critiques, kudos.
The guidelines are simple. We’ll only print signed letters,
and reserve the right to edit for length (300 to 500 words is
about right). Naturally, printing a letter implies no endorse
ment of views; writers’ opinions do not necessarily reflect those
of the editor or publisher.
Send your comments to: Marlene Nesary, Editor, Montana
Business Quarterly, Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
The University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812

Missoula, Montana

Dear Editor:
Numerous assertions in D orothy Bradley’s (Autumn ’93)
article on Montana’s economy unwittingly demonstrated why
we need a more professional approach toward solving
Montana’s problems—an approach relying more heavily on
relevant research findings and less on ideology, hunches or on
personal attacks.
Bradley’s prescription for improving Montana’s economy
includes more spending on government education and various
government economic development and capital ventures. But
there is not much empirical support for this approach. Exten
sive research has revealed no firm correlation between spending
on public schools and quality of output; only mixed findings
on government education and economic performance; and little
longterm benefit from government development or capital
ventures.
Bradley offers Montana in the 1970s—a “particularly shining
era”—as a paradigm for good government. Her choice is
unfortunate. Subsequent research has uncovered rather clear
associations between the kinds of tax and spending policies
Montana pursued in the 1970s and ensuing economic
underperformance. Indeed, Montana’s own economic disaster
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from the late 1970s through the 1980s could serve as a textbook
case.
Bradley argues that we “must invest in ... education.” I
agree. But her definition of “invest” seems limited to pouring
money into public sector projects.
There is now a substantial body of research to suggest that
the primary “investment” public education needs today is
reform designed to give families wider choice of schools.
However, Bradley strongly condemns Montanans for Better
Government’s choice proposal (which she wrongly identifies
with vouchers), arguing instead that we should give the present
system more money. Yet it is precisely that system—the
current bureaucratic quasi-monopoly—that is so strongly
implicated in our present educational decline.
Finally, all of our state’s politicians need to understand
better what “reinventing government” is all about. “Reinvent
ing” is not about more money for unreformed bureaucracies or
about reliving the 1970s. N or is it about consolidation, central
ization, smaller legislatures, or service cuts.
“Reinventing government” is a name recently and popularly
given to a specific set of reforms that serve as a practical
application of public choice economics. “Reinventing” is an
empirically tested process of improving public sector produc
tivity through decentralized decisionmaking, incentive chang
ing, competition, and consumer empowerment. To succeed,
reinventing requires visionary leadership, a firm grip on reality,
a willingness to learn, and—quite importantly—rigorous fiscal
restraint.
Robert G. Natelson
Professor of Law, University of Montana
Chairman, Montanans for Better Government
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LETTERS

Vienna, Austria

Dear Editor:
Living in Austria, I don’t often see people from Montana.
Last month, however, a Missoula visitor to my temporary
home in Vienna confirmed my worst fears that my real home
in Montana is still—and increasingly—threatened by destructive
industries, specifically gold mining. Already ranked as the 23 rd
most polluted state in the U.S. in terms of toxic waste
(Missoulian, April 20,1994), the state seems powerless to
protect itself from further cyanide poisoning.
Since the MBQ is a strong voice on economic issues, I think
you can help. I ask that you consider the following two
requests:
1) To your very objective accounting of economic factors in
the state, add coverage of public opinion and MBQ’s analysis of
the public’s concerns. For example, in the Fall 1989 issue of
MBQ, Larry Swanson, in his article “Federal Regulation of
Hardrock Mining in the National Forests,” mentions “...grow
ing public concern” and Congressional criticism of the Forest
Service for “...passive administration and lack of enforcement of
its mining regulations.” But he simply concludes that the
national forests are viewed as both economic and environmen
tal resources; and therefore that “...it is not politically possible
or practical to manage them as if they were solely one or the
other.”
That is meager fare for those of us who want government
officials who are paid to protect our environment and resources
to do so with dedication. When we read that the actual eco
nomic gain realized by Montana may be negligible in view of
the long-term damage that is done by industries like mining and
clear-cutting, we would like a serious economic analysis. How
much land has been closed for production? How many wells
have been spoiled? H ow many rivers polluted? How much fish
and wildlife has been affected? H ow many potential tourist
attractions lost? Which cities no longer have potable drinking
water? What is the cost in terms of health?
As assessment of possible long-term damage might even
include the unthinkable: what happens if the synthetic liners
for the heap-leach pads and tailings ponds (heretofore untested
by time) split and spill torrents of cyanide into our streams and
towns during the next earthquake? (Does anyone remember
how Quake Lake was created?)

to investigate the possibility of starting a business on Flathead
Lake. One of the best resources I found was a book by Paul
Larson, a business professor who contributes articles to the
MBQ
In about 1991, the State of Montana commissioned a study
by Paul Phelps, formerly of the Office of Technology Assess
ments, on how Montana could improve its economy. Phelps
emphasized moving away from dependence on selling our non
renewable resources to taking healthy advantage of our many
other natural resources and our well-educated population
(Montana’s “true gold,” as one writer put it recently). What
ever happened to the study? I would be pleased if MBQ would
evaluate and publicize it; i.e., prompt the state to use it if it is
valuable.
I live now in a little jewel of a country, one quarter the size
of Montana. Any Austrian over the age of 50 personally
remembers the starvation that followed World War II, yet the
people show over and over again that they are not interested in
mere prosperity. When they have to choose between quality
and profit, there is no contest. For example, a nuclear power
plant was built here a few years ago. Through peaceful civic
action, the people refused to allow it to open. This year the
government tried to open it as a gas-fueled power plant—still
no deal. Heavy trucks from all over Europe need to cross
through Austria, but many have to be loaded on the electric
train to spare the country some pollution. Austria is 44 percent
forest. The lumber business has been going strong for centuries,
and there is still timber to harvest; in fact, Austria is now
beginning to sell its equipment for selective cutting to the U.S.
Northwest. These folks are in for the long haul and live off the
beauty of their land (more tourist dollars per capita than any
other European country). Can we not also be selective about
how we use our resources instead of grabbing anything that
may produce a few short-term jobs?
Thanks for listening.
Joan G. Hinds
U.S. Embassy Vienna

[Editor's note: Paul Phelps was one of two consultants who
authored “The Montana Science and Technology Agenda.”
Sponsored by the Montana Science and Technology Advisory
Council, the study came out in October 1992.]

2) Seriously encourage the development of clean industry,
particularly tourism. In your publication, provide Montana
entrepreneurs with advice on how to establish their own
businesses and how to find investment capital. In 1992 I began
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Bureau of Business and Economic Research
The Bureau of Business and Economic Research is the research and public
service branch of The University of Montana’s School of Business
Administration.
The Bureau is regularly involved in a wide variety of activities, including
economic analysis and forecasting, forest products industry research, and survey
research.
The Bureau’s Economics Montana forecasting system is an effort to provide
public and private decision makers with reliable forecasts and analysis. These
state and local area forecasts are the focus of the annual series of Economic
Outlook Seminars, cosponsored by the Bureau and respective Chambers of
Commerce in Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Kalispell, and
Missoula.
The Bureau also has available county data packages for all Montana counties.
These packages provide up-to-date economic and demographic information
developed by the Bureau and are not available elsewhere.
The Montana Poll, a quarterly public opinion poll, questions Montanans
about their views on a variety of economic and social issues. The Bureau also
conducts contract survey research and offers a random digit dialing program for
survey organizations in need of random telephone samples.
The Forest Industries Data Collection System, a census of forest industry
firms conducted approximately every five years, provides a large amount of
information about raw materials sources and uses in Montana, Idaho, and Wyo
ming. It is funded by the U.S. Forest Service. The Montana Forest Industries
Information System collects quarterly information on the employment and
earnings of production workers in the Montana industry. It is cosponsored by
the Montana Wood Products Association.
The Bureau's Natural Resource Industry Research Program enables the
Bureau to continuously monitor Montana’s natural resource industries and
improve the public’s knowledge of them and their roles in the state and local
economies. This program provides easily accessible information about all the
natural resource industries. Sponsors are the Plum Creek Timber Company,
Montana Wood Products Association, and American Forest Resource Alliance.
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Director, Bureau of Business
and Economic Research
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Readers of the Montana Business Quarterly are
welcome to comment on the MBQ, request eco
nomic data or other Bureau publications, or to
inquire about the Bureau’s research capabilities.
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